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GUARD "THE GIRL IN RED"

Little Too Freely

GRAVEYARD
Tells Newspaper Men He Will Be Guided

ion

B.

By Advice of His Attorneys in Future

Parker Comes

With a Few Remarks
TAKES EXCEPTION TO RECENT

New York,
July 11. Harry K.
Thaw's attitude toward the press and
public underwent a striking change
between morning and evening today.
Immediately after breakfast he secur-epermission to have a delegation of
newspaper men brought to him at the
Tombs prison, telling them after a
friendly Interview that to talk with
anyone besides the lawyers, doctors
and prison officials "was like getting
a whiff of fresh air from, the outside
world." This evening it was different.
When the newspaper men sent Thaw
a note asking if he would say anything
In addition to his formal statement of
Tuesday, he sent a reply, which said
"I have said all that I wish to say.
In future I shall be guided by the advice of my counsel."
At his morning talk with the newspaper men. Thaw asked them to give
the widest publicity to his statement
of yesterday In which he denied being
insane, and he declared that there was
to be no lunacy commission appoint id
to inquire into his state of mind.
The will of Stanford
White, for
whose murder Thaw is awaiting trial,
was filed for probate today. The wid
d

ow, Mrs. Bessie S. White, is named as
executrix, but the value of the estate
Is not given.
The petition for probate
states White left no real estate, an 1
the value of his personal property ,s
not known.
After provision! for

- -

.

SALVADOR

Al

The Morning Journal
Will Make It Fifty

SS

GUATEMALA

AGI

If It Is Necessary

White's brother. Ulchard M. White,
and for his mother, the entire residuary estate Is left to his widow.
Assistant District Attorney CJarvan
Democratic Candidate Thinks Present
said today that his detectives have
succeeded in serving a subpoena Upon
Move Against Trusts Could Have
Mrs. Beatrice Schwartz, the woman 'ri
whose home at a dinner party Thaw-iBeen
alleged to have made threats against Serious Clash
Made
Years Ago.
Looked For Concero Cleared $45,000 in
the life of White.
Mrs. Schwartz will be called before
the grand jury tomorrow.
New York, July 11. Former Judge
In Central America
Year on Capital ol $600
i.i
May McKenzie, an actress, was quesAlton B. Parker in a statement given
FORTY-ONby
nearly
DEPUTY
Mr.
tioned
for
Oarvan
SHERIFFS
in
GUARDING
THE GIRL IN REDI
out today took Issue with some of the
hour today concerning her knowledge
utterances of Secretary of War Taft In
we
thought
First
forty
enough.
was
got to thinking how
we
But
when
of Stanford White's friendship for
WITNESS THINKS PRICES
the speech delivered at Greensbor-ougKvelyn Nesbit Thaw. Miss McKenzie CABRERA OBJECTS TO
the little folks would feel If she was killed by a desperate Cherokee Indian,
N. C, by Mr. Taft last week.
is one of the friends of Mrs. Thaw
who have hitherto refused to furnish
SHOULD BE EVEN HIGHER we got a little nervous and yesterday hired another great big brawney, fierce
OUTSIDE HELP TO REBELS
Mr. Parker declares that the secretary
the district attorney's office with any
In his speech sought to have the public
looking deputy sheriff to help guard her. That makes forty-onInformation, but t Is understood todraw the Inference that the recent
day she freely told Mr. Garvan what
FORTY BIG SHERIFFS, STANDING BY THE WALL;
Minister Combs Ordered to Remain Tells Court He is Not in Business as
prosecutions of Illegal combinations
she knew.
are due to new statutes. To this Judg.
ADD ONE SHERIFF TO THE SHERIFFS BY THE WALL
i
a Philanthropist
and Raised
at His Post and Protect
Parker takes exception and to support
THERE'S FORTY-ON- E
SHERIFFS
his contentions he quotes from his
Rates Because He Wanted to.
American Intereets.
BY THE WALL!
li tter of acceptance and a speech
delivered during the last
THE GIRL IN RED MUST BE PROTECTED!
presidential campaign. In both speech
Washington. July 1 1. Hostilities
Kansas City, Mo July 11.
We have decided that maybe even forty-on- e
deputies Isn't enough and
and letter Judge Parker Is quoted as
between Salvador and Guatemala have
Senator Lyons, president of the
is a chance for another able bodied man of well known desperate charhere
saying that the laws then on the stat
broken out anew on the border be- Central Ice company, of this city, gave
tween these countries where peace some interesting testimony at the "Ice acter to do a turn In
ute books were entirely adequate if
behalf of the boys and girls of Albuquerque. We know
was supposed to have been established trust trial" here today. After stating
enforced.
sheriff,
the
who
has
had
little boys and girls of his own, won't object to our
pending
of
a settlement
the troubles that he had started in business in
Judge Parker In his statement says:
between the two countries. Leslie M. 1S00 with a capital of $000, lie ch ared having just a few deputies, if It will assure the boys and girls their good
"The inference thai Mr. Taft would
time
have the public draw from his
Combs, American minister to Guate- $4.1,000 In the following year and
Saturday. In fact, he told us so yesterday with a twinkle in his eye.
Is
that these things are
mala, who was on his way to the that he now owned a plant
valued ut
new
to
due
statutes; that the
United States to assist in settling the $400,000. Mr. Lyons said that prices
So don't worry, boys and girls, if there are a few crabbed old fellows
vindication which the law is now
difficulty between Salvador and
ought to be even higher than they are.
receiving Is due to congressional
that
don't want you to have your show next Saturday. The Morning Journal
Mr. Lyons told of making two adhas been ordered back to
1904.
But
action
since
this
vances this season In the price of Ice can assure you that the horses will dive and
City from Ohamperko, GuaIs not so.
Not one of the sucthat the Girl In Red will ride
to the peddlers, on April i and
cessful prosecutions for which the extemala, where he has been reached by sold
one of them when he dives. And probably "Jim Kldd" will, too. If he Is In
on May 1.
isting administration Is now entitled
cable.
"How did you come to raise the
to credit is based on any new statute, DENVER
STARTLING
TESTIMONY IN
Mr. Combs will remain in the
FRANCHISE SQUABBLE
price on the first
of April?" was good shape by that tWne. And Dr. Carver says that he will shoot every cert-rldEvery single-on- e
of them down to this
capital to keep the United asked.
he can rake and scrape together and drill holes through oranges and
date rests solely on the law as it stood
"I heard that the
Peoples
TRIAL OF KENTUCKY
Ice applet and dollars and quarters
JUDGE States advised concerning the trouble
GROWS MORE COMPLICATED
in 1904, and it should not be lost
and base balls all for the benefit of the little
was going to raise the price
sight of by a discriminating public
and to protect American interests. company
people. Saturday Is to be YOUR DAY. It Is to be the MORNING JOURNAL
on that date, so I raised It."
that the law could have been enSalvadorean and Guatemalan troops
"Why?"
MATINEE and we MUST have every little boy and every little girl under
forced In 1S04 and in 1903 and in Supreme Court Asked to Declare Witness Says He Killed Lawyer Be have been mussed nedr the common
"Well, I am not in the Ice business
1902, just as well as today.
Had It
twelve years of age In that grand stand when Dr. Carver fires the opening
two
boundary
a philanthropist.
for
I wanted to get
as
of
countries
the
peobeen, the wrongs from which the
I could for my Ice."
He Had Prosecuted
Mullins'
all
Grand
Judge
excause
gun.
was
some
a
It is a great big grand Stand but we expect to have It chuck, plumb
clash
time
and
serious
not
ple have suffered mould have
t'u
first advance was from 40 cents
pected
armistice to The
but n tert.t'orary
multiplied.
to
full
overflowing with little people. Last week we had over two thousand
the,
$1
on
ton.
Former
Him
in
Trial.
Later he made an
Jury Illegal.
"Secretary Taffs speech at
seemed to have been agreed upon ana additional raise when
he heard that children In the Casino. We expect to have n lot more than that at our secund
N. ('.," says Judge Parker,
Salvador announced that J. it. Pucus the other companies intended
dobig show for the youngsters.
but it
"was Interesting throughout,
so.
Beattyvllle, Ky., July 11. Curtis had been named as special envoy to ingMr.
cannot be said that It was accurate
Denver. July 11. The supreme court
The MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE next Saturday Is all for you. It
Lyons
purpose
makhe
of
no
comsaid
of
Washington
the
knew
for
throughout. I shall only refer to the was asked this afternoon to stay Jett, at the afternoon session of the ing representations to the American bination In the Ice business.
cost you a cent and you are to have every single seat In the big grand
doesn't
statement In which he alluded to the Judge John I. Mullins in his attempt trial of Judge Sargia for murder, took government
"But It Is not necessary this year,"
concerning Salvador's poposition taken by me In the campaign to call a grand jury to investigate the the stand and admitted the assassinaIf you need It.
stand
be
added.
American
Jenkins,
the
John
sition.
manof
told
of
the
Marcum and
of 1904 in substance and effect that alleged frauds at the recent city elec- tion
in reply to further questioning! Mr.
general at Ban Salvador, wax
Have you seen Doctor Carver?
ner in which the crime was commit- consul
we have law enough to stop every cortion.
Lyons said:
counto
accompany
Mr.
to
this
lacus
ted.
Is
lacking
porate abuse, that all that
Well, you've read all about Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Rill and Wild Bill
In chambers,
I had the making of the price
Judge
sitting
Gabbert,
try.
"If
"Mr. Marcum had prosecuted me in
Is an administration
disposed to en- listened to an appeal made by It. J.
Salvador's alleged assistance of revo- of Ice it would be higher than it is and Laundry Mill and Hoard Hill and Statehood Bill and (las Bill. Well,
cases and was my bitter enemy
force the law.
now. The downtown
Bardwell for a suppllmentary super- several
trade today
I am the man who killed him," lutionist! in Guatemala who were atand
"1 said In the 'letter of acceptance,' sedeas to stop Judge Mullins.
There said Jett. He then told of the assassi- tempting to overthrow President Ca- ought to be paying several dollars Doctor Carver isn't named BUI but he Is bigger and better than all those bill
'I
Remedies:'
of
'Trust
title
under the
were two bills of exception filed, one
more a ton. It is due to the timidity rolled into one. He used to travel with Buffalo Bill and he knew
II the
with the description brera caused Guatemala to protest bit- of
pointed out In my earlier response the by Bardwell which recited that the nation, tallying
the Ice men that the price Is not Other Hills. Mid Pawn
he had terly to the United States and Mexico
Hill
Wild
BUI
and
Captain
and
Jack
Crawford
remedy which In my judgment can ef- present grand jury was called on evi- given by B. J. Dwelt. Jett said
and
higher. I say timidity. I won't say
to and rqsulted in representations to Salfectually be applied against monopo- dence furnished in the proceedings by not conferred with White in regard
cowardice, but it is business timidity all of them. And he says he can shoot better than any of them. If any of
by these two republics which Invador
he
used,
killing.
pistol
he
the
The
lies and the assurance was given that which the grand jury was called and
dicated that they resented foreign In- and moral timidity."
you have seen him popping away with his big rifles out at Traction park you
If existing" laws, including both Statute therefore asks for a suppllmentary or- said was his own and had been owned terference In the internal affairs In
Mr. Lyons said he thought the cost
by
He
him
told
the
several
months.
and common law, proved Inadequate, der estopping Judge Mullins.
of
Ice
manufacturing
The
was about $1.75 know It Is so. At least you can just bet Buffalo BUI couldn't do any better.
that Sheriff Guatemala.
should second bill of exceptions was filed Dy attorneys this morning
contrary to my expectations,
to 11,88 a ton.
As soon as the position of the UnitDr. Carver Is a great big brawny man who has a smile that will make voo
It
to
given
The
Callahan
him.
had
favor such further legislation within Judge Mullins, and contended that the defendant helped to defend him in his ed States was made clear Salvador Inlike him the very first thing. And the way he talks to those splendid sleek
constitutional limitations as will best present grand Jury was independent of previous trial. He did not know, but sisted that Mr. Uncus would come to
Rebaten Heavily Pined.
promote and safeguard the Interests the first.
situation,
of his Is good to see. He can talk to them Just as you talk to Johnny
Chicago,
horses
explain
to
the
Washington
11.
July
Judge
In
Landls
thought they had paid his attorneys
of the people,'
Judge Oabbert will pass on the con- fees. He suddenly lost his memory Guatemala indicating a willingness tr the United Slates district court today or Billy or Tommy, and they understand every word he says. And they do
throughout
same
medl-ator.
"I emphasized the
sentenced the Chicago fi Alton railtention tomorrow morning.
at the most crucial moment and could have the United States to act as
the other occasions In public speech.
Beassuring reports reached the road, convicted of granting illegal re- everything ho tells them because they know he is their friend end alwuy.u
In Judge Mullins' court this after- tell nothing of his or
action
1 reiterated
Init In a speech on Jefferson noon Attorney Greeley Whltford made preceding or following White's
bates at Kansas City, to pay a fino of treats them kindly.
the murder. state department concerning the
day, 190r, In which I said:
an effort to take by force the bill of Jett did not remember seeing White ternal conditions in Guatemala and It $20.000 on each of the two counts.
If you have ever doubted that dumb animals can think and reason you
Is
has
there
plain
that
today
Presitruth
that
was
John
"'The
believed until
Kalthorn and Fred A. Wann.
exceptions prepared by Attorney Bard- in the court house at all. anil as far
been no time during the past eight well from the judge's desk, because as he knew White is perfectly Inno- dent Cablera liad put down the revoformer officials of the road were sen- won't after you see those horses. We believe one of them could stand an I
years since the abuses alleged became Judge Mullins refused to sign the bill. cent.
lution and that the row with Salvador tenced to pay fines of $5.000 each on take tickets at the gates If Dr.
Carver would let him. They can bow to the
two counts, or a total of $10,000 each
so flagrant when tin y could not have Whltford was sent to jail for contempt
some marvelous would soon be amicably settled.
has
had
Jett
That
grand stand and kiss Dr. Carver and push him around the grounds, and do
been eliminated. Nothing has been so but later apologized and was allowed change of heart Is apparent, but the
much needed as a rigid, honest, un- to go, the judge stating he would pass reason may be found In the statement
everything but talk. But of course the most wonderful thing they do is to
yielding enforcement of the law both on his case tomorrow.
of Commonwealth's Attorney Adams,
run up that great long incline Just like climbing a ladder almost, and then
But I insisted an
civil and criminal.
In the county court the contest case which said Jett hud ben drinking and
going on with the enforcement of tttJ over franchises came up. The attor- that another attempt will be made
off that platform, way up forty feet In the air. into the big tank of
Jump
law against rebatel by putting the rail- neys for the corporations asked for a tomorrow to get him to repeat his
water,
ten feet deep.
bethem
responsible
for
road Official!
change of venue, but this was denied confession.
hind the prison bars, precisely as we by Judge Llndsey, who set the hearing
JIMINY! WH AT A SPLAS 1 1 !
Tom White followed Jett on the
Instead of for next Wednesday.
do with other malefactors.
stand and asked Attorney Byrd to exNow we're sorry that we can't take the fourteen-ye.n-oldthla time
cuse him as he did not want to anthis their misconduct Is made an exwe expect a bigger crowd of little people we have derided to cut the
as
but
any
cuse for further concentration of pow- PATTERSON BOLTS DENVER
was
questions. He
swer
asked
er In the federal government.
If he was In Jackson the day Marcum
DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION
age limit down to twelve years. Now you fourteen-year-old- s
who had a good
"it Is argued by the administraDenver, July 11. What practically was killed, but declined to answer.
show at the Morning Journal Matinee last Saturday certainly will be glad to
officials win amounts to a bolt of the regular dem- White even refused to answer after betion and the railroad
openly favor the movement, as well ocratic organization by Senator Patte"- - ing told to by the court. Judge Dor-se- y
We know you won't
let the smaller ones have a better chance this week.
as by those who are ostensibly oppose,! son and other prominent democrats
ordered the witness to Jail.
a
object
bit.
W. B. Johnson said Tom White told
to It, that the people in their .Inst occurred tonight at a meeting at Al
So all the
and under are to come to the MORNING
Indignation at the wrongs done to the bauy hotel.
him just a few weeks before Marcum
will
was killed that Harglss wanted him t
many for the benefit of the few.
Resolutions repudiating the dem
again Friday morning between 9 mid 12 ami get your tickets-tic- kets
JOURNAL
a
vast
so
of
do the fighting for him. This teslose sight of the danger
cratlc city central committee and
to ride on the cars and tickets to get In Traction park, and tickets to
centralisation of power until it is to)
it to be the mouthpiece of the timony was excluded yesterday, but
never
we
should
It.
Hut
corporations, wero was admitted today.
get In the grand stand all free. Don't forget to come again for your tickets
late to check
Denver utility
forget that the safety of our institu- adopted. Following this, a committee
Friday morning.
Minneapolis,
Buffalo, N V July 11. A train of
Minn.,
11.
July
tions Is Involved In every such move- was appointed to perfect temporary
westbound from Robbery Is believed to be the motive
two trolley cars
You will get on the cars at the same places as you did last week and the
ment, and Instead of submitting to It. organization. Another committee was
for the brutal murder of Miss Millie Traction 'company will take Just the same pains to take care of you and get
Lockport on the lines of the InternaI should Insist that when a trust or a appointed which will draft an appeal
railroad has violated the criminal law to the democrats of the state explaintional railway company tonight ran Ellison, of Ellsworth, who was at- you safely out and
And we are going to take
hack as they did last week.
the place for the guilty official Is in ing the reasons for the step taken toInto an open switch at a siding Just tacked whlje In her room In a local
jail or the penitentiary, not in the night and asking for support.
more
care
of you than we did before. Now Isn't thot enough?
Into
crashed
and
yesterday.
oast
hotel
of
is
woman
Martinsville
The
known
cabinet nor In the board rooms ofo
a trolley freight motor and a train of to have had more than $2,000 on her
The old folks who think they must come along with their little ones will
We
n irrp.it Insurance company.
ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE
seven freight cars which were lying person, she having cashed a draft for be
It will cost them twenty-fiv- e
Kl'SSIAN VICE ADMIRAL
Just aa they were last week
takM
not defend or excuse any wrongs, bu
rents to
passenthat amount at one of the banks duron the siding waiting for the
we mux insist upon im muí
go by. Five passengers ing the day. When she appeared at get in the park, this to admit them to the grand stand If they have to stay
to
ger
train
W'ouii-deSon
Fleet
Black
of
miik'
not
wrongs
do
Commander
maxim that 'Two
were killed outright and a score In- the hank to cash the order, which was with their little ones. But we .want the old folks to. remember that Just like
by Terrorism.
a right '
some of whom may die.
drawn on an Institution In her home
jured,
was
Attempt
11.
July
no
Sevastopol,
utterance
TTntll nftor this last
The passenger earn were going at town, she was accompanied by a man last Saturday this Is the Children's Matinee and the whole grand atand Is
to
1
afternoon
this
o'clock
at
nn
by
made
taken
visible action had been
who closely answers the description or particularly and firstly to accommodate the youngsters on thla occasion.
a high rate of speed when the acciVice Admiral Chouknln.
administration that had been In power assassinate
dent occurred and the Impact was the suspect now under arrest at
the Black Sea fleet.
of
commander
nun
corporate
years
to
Now, by the way we have been getting a number of letters from the little'
enecK
for four
Wisconsin.
His name Is N. M.
terrific. The foremost car was utterly
was wounded and taken to a hoswedge shaped eqd Uiggs, 0 resident of Minneapolis, anil fellows and girls thot warm the cockles of our heart.
trust abuses by an appeal to the crlrn He
The
demolished.
Because we tried our
pital.
inal courts.
of the freight motor cut It In half and employed by the Chicago ft Northwesbeen blamed
has
Chouknln
Admiral
I
n
we
to know that they
good
to
ones
steps
taken,
and
show
the
and
best
little
were
time
like
of
work
such
the
completed
"If
tern railway as an engineer. He met
the rear car
undue severity and It was to his
must submit that the result proves the for
Miss Ulllson some ten years ago.
It. Anyhow, here Is u sample:
destruction.
appreciated
ships
crews
of
the
treatment
of
the
Suicide, Report.
truthfulness of the assertion often under his command that the mutiny
The rear car was badly stove In In Alleged Murderer
Albuquerque, July I.
St. Paul, July 11. A special to the
remained on the track.
made by me, that we have an abunbut
front
Potemklne
Knlar.
battleship
on
the
Johnncshurg,
11.
ofJuly
"Morning Journal.
The l)ed.
Pioneer Press from Elroy, Wis., says
dance of law to put nn end to alloffi- last year was attributed. An attempt The disquieting Transvaal,
I
rumors that
the
motorman, thnt N. M. itlggs, under arrest there
fenses ngalnst the public by the
JOHN BITTI.KMAN.
was made on the life of the Admiral blacks of the Rand contemplate an
Dear Mr. Editor: I want to thank you for the grand time
Ellison
of
Miss
Y.
N.
murder
for
the
at
cers of the trusts nnd great corpora- February
Lockport.
a
by
office,
In
hie
9, last,
uprising July 17 are borne out by the
negro. Minneapolis, has committed suicide.
I had Saturday
and the delightful ride on the cara. Three
T. ltUTCWESON.
OHA8.
tions of the country.
woman who fired four shots at him
that native servants have warned Lockjjort, N. Y.
"The administration hns now dis- and was killed by an orderly on dut fact
Morning Journal!
cheers
for
the
U places of
to
le
retire
their
mistresses
crushen
WOMAN,
Is
an
head
covered not only that there
Chicago Men Buy Torpedo Mine.
at Chouknln's door.
safety. Hlmllar rumors have been ed.UNKNOWN
"MASTER HARRY EWBR8."
forceable law against the giving of ren
corporation
Chicago
A
has
closed
circulated In the Heef, but the police
UNKNOWN OIKL AND HOY. supbates, a law adequate to check Illegal
Now wc know that's Just the way you all feel Just what Harry says.
Students Hob Hussion Paymaster..
deal for the Torpedo mine at Organ,
them. However, much anxie- posed to be brother and sister.
combinations, but that the persons enLondon, July 11. A dispatch from ridicule
buying It from the receiver, Nicholas
ty
Is
expressed.
So we are going to be gladder than ever to have you all for our guests
Seriously Injured.
gaged In Its violation can be punished St. Petersburg says thnt three young
jnn Cruces. The comidera-tlo- n
A paper read at a conference of the
Nest man, Buffalo; head Gnlles, of $325,000.
for It. The recent decisions of the men In students' uniforms, shot and Ethiopian church,
was
The mine Is one next Saturday.
embodying reports andTheodore
Injured.
arms
courts, the large nnes Imposed In case, wounded the paymaster nnd two from
In
uprissays
most
southern New
an
famous
If there SHOULD happen to be some OLD CURMUDGEON Who doesn't
districts,
the
various
of
Dr. E. A. Wleland, Buffalo; head
of conviction, the threatened proceed- watchmen this afternoon In the office ing has been openly advised.
Mexico. It will be worked on a large want you to have a good time never mind him. But we know there
Injured, hand crushed.
can't be
ings In every section of the country, of the admiralty and decamped In
owners,
will
H. J. Wals. Buffalo; .head Injured, scale by the new tramway who
all demonstrates that the law Is and cab with $12,000.
two nnd we hate to think even that many. But then
more
one
or
to
than
an
Just
Las
electric
build
(iocs
to
Summer
Grover
Cleveland
ofarm broken.
long has been adequate to itop
Oalles, who was In the boys and girls and the MOHMNo JOURNAL are going to be too busy
Home.
Mrs. Emma K. Maloney, Buffalo; Cruces. Receiver
Mutinous Troops Surrender.
fenses against the public.
.barge the past year, hns been work- having fun to
Cleve11.
York,
July
Orover
New
s
squadrons
11.
Stat-Tnmbov,
Both
July
Internal Injuries.
"The decisions ef the United
bother with the fossils, aren't we?
the
large
dump, but at a
only
Mrs. Virginia Sanderson, Buffalo. ing
mutln land passed through this elty today
court,' 'bulb civil and criminal, dur- of the Seventh cavalry whicharms
profit, paying all exconsiderable
get ready to go to the MORNING JOURNAL CHILDREN'S
begin
to
way
So
summer
on
to
his
home
it
injuries.
to
his
7.
their
Internal
to
led
surrendered
Julv
appealed
is
ing the past .year are
legs penses besides some of the old debts MATINEE,
Is said he had comboth
It
motorman.
Tamworth.
Johnson,
for
their
Lee
expressed
contrition
day
to
Diving
question
whether
and
as
Horses at Traction park next Saturday afternoon.
the
the
decisive of
of the former owners.
pletely recovered his health.
crushed, probably will die.
conduct,
Secretary Taft or myself Is right."
SPEECH OF SECRETARY TAFT
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Just Another Chat With The Little Folks
Who Will Be Our Guests Saturday
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THE KEBUQUERQUE
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ELKS GETTING

CANAL

TO BIG

TO THE

MORNING JOURNHE.

Thursday. July

13.

lo

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

READY TO GO

'ALBUQUERQUE,

BI6 MEETING

lid

MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

IN

IK SEVEN

!

DENVER

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Local members of the Hcnevoleiil j
.ind Protective Order of Klks aie muk- ing preparations for the big reunion
In Denver next week.
AlbuquerajtM
expects to send one of the handsomest
delegations from anywhere
in
the
southwtat, and the nunibi r of ih
who will attend Is growing as the
time draws near. Friday morning two
onto. July 11. Secre- big special trains aic expected to
tary of War Tuft in his speei li thi
thU city bearing the antb red
t
inton. before the Stat.- liar asso
.i
An-- ciation, after .uiol'izlnir fur inn hav ones and their wives from Los
began hN,geles and the visitors will be given ,1
ing selected i sal subje
tiliess uuoii the Panama . an t liy royal reception bv the local contingent
by Kiel when (hey stop here. At Las Vega-the- y
at i v i fc raaaona for the aelectloB
government of the l'anam.i route anrc
are going to also have a specially!
explaining the apparent delay in
,

YEARS

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

THE JAFFA

of Albuquerque, New Mexico
$100,000.00
- 15,000.00

Capital

GROCERY COMP'Y

Put-In-Ba- y

Surplus and Undivided Profits

-

welcome reception which is
The ne- arranged
to
be
an
elaborate
affair. There ar-- i
sanitary
improved
condicessity, of
ladles In the party from I.o- tions beiiifr established before the ac- severity
Ileports from all over the
tual work of construí lion was actively Angeles.
was strongly emphasized, territory show that New Mexld Will
i onimenced
be splendidly rep resented In the lC
and It was shown that the nearU
000 employes had In reality accom- - meeting In the Colorado capital.
nilshed more than anyone realized it
the building and equipment of rail
roads, construction of a water eupp! ; SANTA EE INDICTMENTS
of thousands o
and the building
homes for those engaged In the work.
It was pointed out thai the actual cx-- .
COME IIP FOR A
av.iuun was much less of a problem
than that with what to do with the
material when it was taken out. much
T
fifteen
of which had to be ""carried
miles, requiring the building of ovel
:M0 mile-of spur tracks. The que
tion of obtaining sufficient labor was!
: hown
to be a serious one, and it had
The Indictments found against tin
heen necessary to employ large numAtchison. To;peka and Santa Fc rail-wbers of natlvs and Chinamen, three 01
a month ago by the United State
whom would do less than an a vet age grand Jury
Lai Vegas will come up
The earl mated for Hearing atbefore
American workman.
Judge Millls In ths
was
placed
cost of the 1'anama route
City today. United States AtMeadow
dolfifty
million
one
hundred and
at
V. H.
II Llewellyn was In
lars and the time of completion abqjui torney
yesterday on his way ta
seven years, against a cost of three ATbUquerqui
being joined here by Athundred million dollars and seventeen Las Vegas,
11. R. Twite In 11 of counsel
for
years for the completion of the work torney
railway Company
The Santa Fc
had the Nicaragua!! route been chos- the
Is Indicted on the charge of
en. The speaker said that the Amer- company
to the Colorado Fuel
ican people were disposed to he In ton allowing retíaleslug a hurry to "have the dirt fly," and and Iron company, on coal shippe
the Btarkvnie, Colorado, field!
that it had been necessary for thns from
New Mexico,
important
in chajjre to withstand u great de.il !o Demlngi
of political stress while carrying out developments are expected today.
the preliminary work.
Mr. Taft spoke without manuscript
and his talk w is supplemented with a eGGeeeeeeeeeeeee.eeeee(eea
number of official maps.
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THE BEST CRACKERS

i

EXPRESSES HIS
SYMPATHY VOB ROOSEVELT
Uphill Work to Make Administration
It, pond to Demand Tor Reforms.
eu Yotk. July 11. The Times to
day prints the following cablegram
correspondent at endon
it
from
-Is It true," I risked Mr. Bryan yea
"that President Rtoaavalt
terdnv.
aught you IN swimming and Stole
your clothes? Over in America thev
sav that thia Is what has happened,"
"He did not get all my clothes." Mr.
aim
Hryan
answered laughingly.
"1 doubt whethei
quickly ndded;
what ho did get will fit him very well.'
hard up- "It
Mr. Hryan went on:
hill work for Mr. Hoosevelt to make
respond to the
administration
his
country'! evident demand for reforms,
for the country gave hint no su'h
mandate. The platform on which he
was elected does not declare that, our
laws and our government should aim
at the welfare of the whole people. I. ul
If a democratic president ll choaen
in 1908 he will undoubtedly represent
the party committed to this reform
Idea and Will be in quite B different
situation."
CROWDED RIVER STEAMER
HI HNs AFTER STRIKING s V

department

STORM

KILLED

OF SHEEP

COMPLEXION.

--

Don't worry about it make
it clear and fresh. Begin
right away. Get a bottle of
to-da-

lagan's Magnolia Balm
and apply it. You'll be surprised
to note how it eradicates all sal- freckles, roughness,
lowness,
and brings out the
or
flesh-tints
which ex
youthful
cited admiration twenty years
ago. Easy to buy, easy to try,
easy to apply. Not greasy just
a delightful, delicately perfumed
liquid which has been used by
refined women over forty years.

i

Meager Reporta of

Disaster n

age-line- s,

of

il

Loss of Mfc.
1
Th"
July
Wis .
Lacrosse,
steamer Qulney of the Diamond Jo
line struck a bank In the d irk near
Trempeleau. Wis., at 10:30 last night
turned half over and then caught fir
It Is believed the majority of the 200
passengers on board were saved, and'
onlv one drowning Is definitely know,
that of an Infant, which was washed
from Its mother's arms
At 1:20 o'clock this morning a Delata
train brought sixty passenger
who were on the boat to this city. Ac
ounts given hy them of the disaster do
not Include any positive statement
to drownings, but la Is believed thatj
comparatively few nu t death.
All communication with Tn milieu Is cut off. and Information relatlj
ob-- t
to the accident to the steamer Is
.tillable only through the BtoHct toll,
by Ihe passengers and the meager reports received at the railroad offices.

men vi

OVER

1

NOTICE THESE

Sanlt'-- i

J. T. Lavery.
Lake, July 11
president and ntembi of the oxocutlv
committee of the Fc! eiation of Labor,
Eugenic Vislis Austria.
11
fschl. Austria. Jul
F.ngeui",
empress
of flu French, arrived
former
by
met
Emperor
here today and was
Ft incls Joseph and ill ('.rand Duch
ess Marine Valerie, Rlefort coming to
ntsked the am parlachl the
or's permission In writting, saying:
request that
"lieim; near deal n.
your majesty grant me he opportunity
10 sec you once more in order that I
may thank you (or ill the kindness
you have shown me
has received from f liver How tradi s
ami labor assembly of Ilutte, a cony
of an appeal to ev ry central labor
body In the United Itates to set asida
Sunday. August 5, foi b general, united
and din C( demand of Judge Frank
Idaho, to either
J. Smith, of Caldwel
give t 'hal les H. Moyi r and W. D, Ha- wood and ( leorge A. Petttbone an im
mediate trial or admit them to had
pending their trial for Ihe murder of
former Governor Frank Stuenenberg.'1
Every labor body Is urged to ado-iresolutions addressed to Judge Smith.
Sail

Finds Little Wrong With
Packing Mouse Products,
Huston. July 11. She slate hoard 'if
health today made public the result
of its Investigation of canned meats.
The board examined nearly ISO different kinds of canned meats, from every
possible source, as well as ihe canned
meat establish ments,
In a general way the results of the
Investigation are favorable to the man
ufacturers both In the ust and west,
but it was found that many of the
preparations contained a large amount
of foreign matter.
llo-.- rd
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NUMEROUS

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

5c

ioc
10o
15c

5c

IT KEETS OA TAJ'TIJG GOOV
TRY IT! TRY IT!

ir!

WAFEM
Qule.kel

.30c

M. BERGER
Wholesale Flour and Feed

DEALER

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Real,"
"Illanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
none, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

Champagne
The new Crape Juice; In tWn
25c
.2 for
65c
Quarts
sizes:

Jaffa

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to Eat"

Auto. Phone 626.

114

W. Copper Ave

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

Mail

Colorado Phone 67

Automatic Phone 522.

DR.. CARVER

And JIM

LAS VFGAS, N. M.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
3i)c
25c

Drink Blood of the Grape

The

llutlie of Zeiger's Cafe, and t leorge K. Neher
of tlie White Elephant. Local Dealers

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

,10c

1

:

fjf
j

W. J. PATTERSON
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Livery and Boarding St&bles

WANT ADS

'S

w

311-31-

i

Alhnquerque, New Mexico

West Silver Avenue.

3

BRING RESULTS.

KÍbl

EN-

10c
10c

Nabisco, large
Flavors: Chocolate,
t Irange, Lemon, Mint,
Vanilla.
NablSOQ, small
Flavors: Vanilla and
Chocolate.
Festino
Champagne Wafers

Vllegcd Anarchist innocent.
1.
Investiga- Seattle, Wash.. Ju
SENTENCES IN
I.OMk tion irladi by Gem t society in thi
Ilosenberg,
city show ! that Am:
Twenty-On- e
Peaannts Condemned to tormt r n sldent of i ttl under ar
splcion if
real In Germany m
Die lor Murder of Turks.
Salonika. July 11. --The trial of being an anarchist, with leslgha a
illiam, was
thlrty-flv- e
peasants Implicated In th-- i the life of Emperor
Turks a year mining man. and oh Bmlcals, found in
murder of twenty-eigh- t
ago Is ended. Of the accused twenty his fomer residence were such as ar
one were sentenced to death and four- - used by assavcrs. The anonymous let
ter on which he was arrested Is sup
toen were acquitted.
posed to have been written by a rela
I
Wilson Ptaiaawa With Packing Planta. live with whom he had trouble.
Chicago. July 11. Secretary of Ag- For pron.pt ami courteous treatment
(culturo Wilson, having today finished
his work In Chicago, stated that he and the very choicest of meals you will
was satisfied the packers
here are make no mistake by calling 011 Emil
making every effort to put their plants klciimort. 112 North third street, or
telephoning your order In.
In goood .sanitary shape, and that th

Powder Face and Cupid
Little Powder Face

TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE

SPECIALTIES

t

DEATH

(;.R

NJ.

V

CAPITAL, S150.9M.a8.

CONFECTIONS
si

ALBUQUERQUE,

Qf

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT FEOPER ACCOMMODATIOII
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Vanilla Wafer
Water Thin
Zu Zu (linger Snaps
Zwieback

Believe

U E10LESALE

BANK OF COMMERCE

PRICES

Soda, City
Social Tea Biscuits
I NKKDA BIKCVIT
tTneeda Milk Biscuit
Cfneeda Jlnjcr Wayfer

i

MASSACHUSETTS
I.00KS INTO
( IN NED
MEAT INDI Si lt's

THE

Bremner's Butter Wafer. . . .10c
Chi cs Sandwich, large
20;
Clucse Sandwich, small .... 10c
lOo
Five O'clock Tea
10c
FIk Newtpns
lOe
Graham crackers
Lemon Snaps
5e
10c
Marshmallow Dainties
ltlp
Oat Meal Crackers
Old Time Sugar Cookies. . . .10c
10c
Pretzclettes
Royal Toast
10c
20c
Saltine
Saratoga Flakes
20i

WANT IMMEDIATE TRIAL
FOR MOVER IV
HAYWOOD
Labor Organisations Vskcd to Adopt
Resolutions Addre sed to Judge

Ileports received here yesterday
how that the mortality among th
iheep in eastern New Mexico as a
result of the severe storm last week
supposed,
was greater than at Br
and that fully 4,004 Ware killed by th
terrific hall, it Is reported also that
jacobo Vriaaarl of Albuquerque was
on. of the heaviest loaqrs, uno of
his sheep being victims of the storm
,f
The sheep or the majority
them were killed near Duran on the
K Paso and Southwestern railway. As
fated before many were also killed 'll
the Batánela valley and casi of the
by
the same,
Manzano mountains
storm.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

WE HAVE

The largest assortment of Incr-Kegoods to he fount! in the
city, iind arc selling them at the
same pHoe that they arc sold
for in all eastern clllcs.

of the federal Inspection from the different cities." said the secretary, "aid
told them no inspection will be given In establishments where the sanitary conditions Which effect the products are not perfect, and the Inspe,
tors report that conditions are improving everywhere,."
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STAND AHD oil. KAV I)
Ml ( II MOMA HY

y

will put the revised reguInto effect AugUSt 1.
"I have met the Inspectors In chare;.'

THOUSANDS lations

T

state

YOUR SALLOW

INER-SEA-

BRAND

j

HUYAN

THE

ARE

Mcintosh

Hrdwre

Co

SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

I

1

Kill prniinwis Paid Mc n Barrel lor
Freight: System Paid ttc
July
vro.,
1J. The
Laifnaai
vestlgatlon Into the charges of viol
Hons of the mtarstate commerce laws;
by Ihe Standard oil company and Ihe
Pennsylvania railroad, relative to re-bates at olean, began yesterday
before judge HaBtl and a Jul y
In fbe United Htnt.s district court. According to the finding of Oommüsdon-- 1
r oarflelii, the Btandard oil company
saved $11 "i,1!"'" In H"i4 by rcbat.
from the Pennsylvania road on nil
skipped from the refineries al Olean to
Rochester, The standard got a rate
of nine cent" a barrel, while an hide-- 1
pendent company In Ihe une territory
cents a barrel.
bad to pay thirty-si1

ARB THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

1

j

-

S E E

I

x

CAM?

wnt)
I
M

VRHFXTKD
M i s CM

ildl si

Hatchet Wletde

Imwed

sc ,,f Malls.
Mrs Carrie
Dallas. Tex., July ll
Nation ivas arrested at Clebourne lac
this afternoon by a deputy United

1

States Marshal 0 a warrant charging
her with bavins misused the mails.
She was brought tO Dallas and after
a heal In before Fulled States Com
released on
mlssloner A W. May was
The exbond In the sum Of :r,on
amining trial Is set for July 11. The
warrant comes from Guthrie, Ogl
nud specifies that she deposited In
a publication eontalning an
improper article, headed, "A l'rivat
Talk to Boya."
1

SATURDAY

Freight Handler- - strike.
A general strike,
lluffnlo. July 11
of the freight handlers for an Increase
of wages from 17 to Ü" cents tin hour
has been declared at this port. Trouble started at the New York CentralI
freight house where the men allege iilgbthat an agreement to give them
n ra- hud not I
er pay after July
rled out. The strike quickly spread to
ihe dock and a number of conflicts
between the strikers and the poUCS
occurred today.

MATINEE

Children under 12 FREE at
Park and on thn Street Car

NEXT SUNDAY

I

j

Favor Teaching Trade

R E F O R E

T II E M

B D Y

1

li.l

nf Impropi

In School.
An Amerlc.in

New Haven. July 11.
boy has a right to be taught a trade
In School Instead under Ihe restrictions of a labor union, the members
of which are Jealous of his advancement, was the assertion hy Preside, tl
II. st Luther of Trinity College, Hartford In today's convention of the
American institute of Instructors.

at 3 p. m. last performance of
Dr. Carver and diving horses,

'

Tills

p. HALL. Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Orat
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columna
and Iron Front for Buildings, Repairs on Mining ani
Machinery In Our Specialty
Mlllln

We carry

the Finest Line af
Garden Hose In the City.

FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albnaurrque

nU

NH

BEFOKM BIFOCUIyS
V
--

EXAMINE THXM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted GuarNo
anteed Ahsolntclv Correct.
Gucsahijc
Sclent uie Methods
OM.Y USED.
I

J

C.H. CARNES, O.D.
...iv

Graduate Optician

With II.

Ya

now

114 R.

R

Ave.

I

BTANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone. R 284. Auto. Phone 71
413 West Railroad Ave.. Albuquerque

DoYourEyesTioubleYou?

SBS BIIS,

Admission 50cts.
No Charging For Seats
in the Grand Stand

R.

N G.

HEALTH DEMANDS that your plumbing be in perfect sanitary condition.
Is a matter ths Importance of
We,
which cannot be overestimated.
make a specialty of line sanitary plum-bliiand are experts In that line. Our
reputation for skill and reliability is
second to none in the business. All
wink entrusted to us is done In a
thoroughly
scientific manner, and warranted. Our charges, too,
are always right.

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

1

I

Eclipse Hay Presses j

COMBINES

SIGHTS

ON A SOLID
NOTHING TO tit
APART OB INTEBFEKE
WITH THE
TWO

IT.N.

SIGHT

I

11

MANUFACTURED

BY

TIIF.

BEBBEfc OPTICAL m.
ALBUQUERQUE
N. MEX.

Thurxinv. .Inly

ij.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

tmifi.

A True Tonic

CLARK 10 BUILD
NEW ROAD

MORNING JOURNAL.
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Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're we-- aware that there are

WILL CONNECT SALT LAKE
WITH

many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, r r some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perl aps they have reason for their opinion?
Beer trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to iind our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.

UNITED VERDE MINES

The American Magazine of Mining
and Investment in its last issue prints
report of a new Arizona railroad
that is designed to tap the rich mining
Tim
district In and about Jerome.
magazine says:
"It is reported that Senator W. A.
Clark and his associates have decided
to build a railroad south from connecting points on the Salt Lake, line
into Arizona to the United Verde, Jerome copper mines, and connect finally
with the Southern Pacific at Bowie.
The proposed line Is to cross the Grand
Canyon at Lee's Ferry, which is tho
onlv point at which the line could get
through.
"From the canyon the road will run
to Flagstaff, connecting with a
road originally started from that
point to Globe. From Flagstaff tho
road wouid follow Oak crock to Jerome, where It would join and absorb
Clark's private line, the United Verde
and Pacific.
Thence the road will continue to
Globe, where It will connect again with
Harriman's Gila Valley. Globe & .Northern, which reaches the main line ol
the Southern Pacific at Bowie.
The reason for establishing tho now
road is to enable Clark to tap directly the Jerome mines, and to open up
the vast undeveloped regions in Arizona. "

A

ENGINEER PENNINGTON
GETTING ALONG NICELY
Engineer Allen E. Pennington, who
lost his left leg in a Santa Fe wreck
nhout a month ago, Is getting iilon
very nicely at the La Junta hospital.
'íi
ACCIDENT COMPANY MAXES
PAYMENT FOR LOSS OF FOOT
Santa Fe Engineer W. II. Carlow,
who lost his right foot In the Trinidad
yards May 23, is getting along tine
at the Sisters' hospital in Trinidad.
Last Saturday Bert Apgar for the Con.
tinental Casualty company, turned
over a check for one thousand dollars
days from the day
Just twenty-nin- e
he lost his foot.
CHARTER FOR
DENVER. ENID AND GULF
A dispatch from Topeka saya that
a charter has just been Issued in tha:
city to the Denver, Knl.l .v Cull' railway, capital three million dollars. Tho
proposed railroad, which is to be ;i
branch of the Atchison, Topeka ft
Santa Fe, is projected from the Oklahoma state line south to Kiowa to connect with the Englewood branch ot
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The
headquarters will be In Topeka, with
Joseph R. Young, of Enid, president,
and James E. Hurley, general manager of the Santa Fe, as vice president.
KANSAS

PULLMAN COMPANY TO BUILD
ALL STEEL SLEEPING CARS
Steel Pullman oars are to be built
by the Pullman Car company and wil:
be used on all through
passengci
trains. It is expected that an ordoi- for these cars will be awarded shortly
to be delivered sometime this winter.
It is understood that tho eighteenhour trains on the Pennsylvania rail- road between Chicago and Now York
will be made u;i of steel cars shortly

iter the first delivery

Malt-Nutrin-

e
Is made.
power officials of tho Pennsylvan- la are greatly pleased with tho new
steel passenger cars turned out of the
Altoona shops recently which have
been tested on the Philadelphia division. It has been decided to construct
a full train of stool equipment for trial
service between New York and Wash- Ington. A postal oar and baggage car
will he constructed
at the Altoona
shops. The steel passenger ooachse
being constructed at Altoona will bo
completed before long and will he
used on the through dav trains.

nerve-buildin- g
MODS

V

Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price 50c, reduced to 25c.
Special line Boys' Caps at 25c; Children's Sailor Hats at 25c.
All Children's and Boys' Suits, 25 per cent off.
Special reduction of 15 per cent on Trunks and Valises.

Prepared by

Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h

St. Louis. U.S.A.

surrounding the finding of the man
were reported. It may hive boon possible that the man fell from the train
ami fell on his he;id, in winch case It
would hrtve been possible that
he
would not have been Injured except
on his head. The matter will be investigated.
É S É
SIBERIAN RAILROAD
COMPLETELY DISAPPEARS
Near Irkutsk in Central Siberia is a
series of rapids on the Angara river.
After many disasters the river transport companies decided in the early
SO'a to build a
short railroad for
transshipment of freight around
Tho
road was probably the first railroad built in Asia
outside of India and certainly the first
one built In northern Asia. The gauge
was seven feet and the rails were .supplied by a native iron foundry. They
consisted of a single thick web with
flush sides held to tho ties by iron
spikes driven each side of ttie rail
deép into the sleeper until the ton or
the spike was even with th top of' the
rail. Whore those worked loose the
rail was reinforced by several turns
of iron wire bodily wound around ami
over rail and sleeper. The single locomotive had a square shaped water
tank and was built by engineering
students at a technical school in western Siberia. To "improve the draft
and lessen the emission
live cinders" two smokestacks wore built, one
directly behind the other and about
an inch apart. The ties were whole
tree lengths unsquared cut from the
forest through which tho road ran.
The operating force consisted af a
mechanician, a fireman and a brake-maA freight shed at each end of
the road and a few flat cits constituted the entire buildings and eQUlD
ment. There was no regular service,
about two trips each way being made
a week, as cargo offered. With thu
improvement of tho roads through
this region of the Russian government
(raffle on this part of the river was
gradually abandoned and the railroad finally fell into disuse. The locomotive was acquired by a farmer to
be used once a year to drive a threshing machine, the ears were taken off
on barges and towed away, and the
line abandoned.
Some fifteen years later the locating
engineers of the
n
rail
n.

trans-Siberia-

road entering this section of Siberia,
heard rumors of a railroad which had
existed many years previously This
is a vast region of sierra, forest, tundra, steppe and here and there of
rblc (untranslatable; literally, "quick
mud") and presented great difficulties for railroad construction, News
of an abandoned line which had been
successfully operated, was, therefore,
received with much interest
and
search was made for the road. The
freight sheds were finally discovered
and then the line of the road marked
by the clearing in tho forest, but no
trace of the rails or roadbed could bo
y
was much
found. The
overgrown with uivderbrusli and, bordered with dense black forest, was almost as black and cold as a mountain
tunnel, the sun being just visible lighting the topmost branches of the giant
firs. Th? railroad itself had completely disappeared. No a rail, not a
sleeper, only an occasional suggestion
now and then of what had once been
ditches, in an efrude
fort to find tho track picks were driven as far as they would go into tho
earth, only to bare masses of tangled
roots. The railroad was lost. It could
not have been burnt Up. because there
had been no tiros,, nor stolen and carried oft piecemeal; for the region was
totally lacking in population. More-over- ,
the old freight houses remained
with their locks intact and packages
of overlooked goods in good condition
within thettl. It is behoved to have
been a case of gradual subsidence.
The unballasted track through tht
forest, gradually depressed by a few
years' traffic, naturally became a
drainage conduit for the surface wato.
of the forest, rendering In timo the
sub-so- il
spongy throughout. The significance of the fact that tho line was
much overgrown lies in the fact that
this undergrowth probably owed much
of its origin and profusion to the taking root of the submerged
ties. There was never any ballast and
in some unusually warm summer it la
probable that the watorsoaked sleepers weighted down by tito cumbrous
e
pig iron rails, sank beneath the
and there sprouted. L. Lodian In
Electrical Review.
right-of-wa-

cross-draina-

tree-lengt-

h

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

The Soda Thirst

HANI) AT BOWLING
P E R

E N T ED
GRAPE JUICE.
ERNEST MEYERS .V
N

VTT

como mid wo were never
better able to entertain It.

Treat your throat at
our beautiful fountain.

NEW-

M

C Vl'
CO.

l!

R.a.kes. Plows,

--1

Lighting Ha. y Press
FIGURE WITU

.

-

O'RIELI.Y'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN BEAUTY

J. KORBER.

ClIFRRY SISTERS

S.

Corner Hrsr Street and Copper Avenue.

W. L. THIMBLE
LIVERY.

FEED

AND

STABLES.

SOLE

MEXICO

CO

Pilsener Beer

-i

PHONE,

Blk 93

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292

.

THE ECONOMIST
Brightest and Best Store

TIOS DAYLIGHT STORE

SPECIAL SALE OF CHILDREN'S WEAR
A Boon to Mothers!
American women.

Children's Underwear at Prices less than you would have to pay for the materials. All made in a sanitary factory by clean
Seams felled and some double stitched. Look at the illustrations and the prices, Wegive them exactly like these illustrated.
In this assortment will be found garments to fit children from I to J4

Any

Garment
in this

cued.

Harry A. Starling, the fireman,
made a wild leap for life and escapen
with a painfully mashed leg and several scalds. He Is a nephew of J. A.
Starling, of Fort Worth, tho oldest
passenger conductor on the Texas ft

line

years of age. All good muslin. All well made. We will also place on
sale a big lot of Drawers and Corset Covers, just received, at prices less
than you can buy the material to make them of, from 1 9c each and up

19c for

any of these fine styles

Garments
made than
these at

25c

10 c

din

flo better

titlU

ever, have located Engineer Gerlaeh's
mother In Indianapolis and are In
correspondence with her.

FOUND DYING BY SANTA
EE TRACK IN KANSAS
a. E. Ayer, superintendent of the
western division of the Santa Fe at
Dodge City. Kas., reports to the OfAce
of the general manager of the road
that a man who carried an Identification card giving his name as Ernest
Burgess, of Sidney, O., was found
alongside the Santa Fe tracks
lyin
The
near Belmont. Friday night.
man was In an unconscious state when
cut
was
and
up.
bruised
picked
Uo
about the head when found and died
the next day, Saturday, In Dodge City,
where he was taken by tho trainmen
who found him and turned him over

to the eounty authorities.
Mr. Aver In his report to the general ofIce at Topeka states that from
appearances it would seem that the
man was murdered as he was only
hurt about the head and two stones
were found lying near him beside the
track which were covered with blood.
Mr. Aypr also reported that ho had
rerelveq no report of anv train striking anyone at thai place.
The 'Identification card cnrrled by
t
the man requested that In ense of
Mrs. S, G. Burress oí Sidney. ()..
After the man
should e notified.
died his relatives were notified.
Nothing in regard to the details

MEW

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

TRANSFER
. .

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

The Beer that is making Milwaukee Jealous

OTUELLY'S

AGENTS, lili W. SILVER AVENUE.
SANTA FE INCREASING
Tirst Class Turnouts at ReasonCAPACITY OF TOPEKA SHOPS
able Rates.
MJJNCHEXER-HO- F
BRAD BEER
Contractors' bids wore received yesOld Phone 2 COLORADO
terday at the engineering offices of the AT Til E WHITE ELEPHANT.
if New Phone 122.

Albuquerque's

:ot

(51

110

Best Values enJer offered
--

505

US

.

IT IS GOOI1

CARL HOLMAN. MGR.

sur-ts.e-

I

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS

It has

TIIF ALBUQUERQUE ROWLING
ALLEYS ARE OPEN FROM MORNING UNTIL MIDNIGHT. TRY YOI It
EXERCISE.

MANDELL

M.

Santa Fe for tho erection of a now
building for the coach shops in West
Topeka. The eontract will lie let a.
soon as all the bids can be considered,
which will probably be before the etui
of the week, says' the Capital.
This
is the first step of the Santa Fo towards erecting the (wildings planned
for tho extension of the local shops.
The paint shop building is to be
31!0 feet long and 1 tO feet wide.
It
will be of brick and stone construction with considerable, steel
work.
The floor will be of Concrete, The
doors will be thirty feet high to permit the passage of large engines and
cars. The building will cosl in the
neighborhood of $,ir,.ooo ami is to be
completed within three months from
the letting of the contract,
This
moans that it should be completed ana
ready for occupancy by the middle of
October.
Fifteen railway tracks will run the
short way of the building and the
coaches will stand on these while being painted,
Near the point where
each track enters the building there
n
pit
will he
over which the cars wit,
be
washed when brought into the
paint shops. Those pits will collect
the water used In washing the cars
and will convey it Into tho sewer.
Water mains will extend through the
building with hydrants at each of the
tlfteen car washing pits.
This is the first buildhc; "t the ne
ones planned for the enlarging of the
local Bants. Fe shops to he built.
When the new shops arc completed
tho Santa Fo plans to build all Its
passenger
in the Topeki
olios
shops and larger paint shops will then
necessary. The present eoaeh paint
shops are crowded anil probably for
that reason the new paint sin.ps will
be built before the Other building
planned' lor tho shoo extensions,

r.- -

'

Pacific.
Mrs. Nanny Gerlach, wife of the dying engineer, cannot he located. It
was supposed that she lived In Bl
Paso but no trace of her cnn be found.
The Mexican Central officials, how-

..."MAS

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.

Mo-Uv-

ENGINEER'S BACK BROKEN
IN MEXICAN CENTRAL WRECK
A wreck on the Mexican Central
north of Chihuahua .Sunday morning
resulted in the death of one man and
the fatal injury of another.
Just north of Chihuahua a freight
train ran Into a washout. That is one
side of the track had been washed out
and the engine, tender and one caí
turned over.
Engineer W. M. Gerlach attempted
to Jump, but was struck by tho engine. His back was brok'n and ho
was seriously scalded and was taken
to the Chihuahua hospital In a dying
condition.
was
The coal passer, a Mexican,
caught under tho engine and tender
and was dead before he could be res-

.

unlike drugs, can be taken
fear of contracting a habit.

e,

Without

le

NEW SANTA TO! AGENT
APPOINTED FM FLAGSTAFF
H. L. Rhodes, formerly Santa Fe
agent at Holbrook, has accepted the
agency at Flagstaff, succeeding S. H.
Fine, who was also agent at that point
several years ago. In preference to
taking an agency elsewhere Mr. Fine
returned to his former position of cashier at Flagstaff.

containing, In r)redigested

d

and Hops. More
potent than drugs and is harmless to the
most delicate person.

'

ten-mi-

liquid-foo-

form, the strength-giving- ,
elements of Barley-Mal- t

lMliii.

Surprised People!

Rich, tissue forming, blood - making
properties will be found in
iaHEUSER-BLrct.- ..

ARIZONA

PAOB

700

123
ItWIBK INDINO

JUL. 14

50K

at 29c

70k

131

109

702
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Font

RECLAMATION ftCT

GRATEFUL

FRISCO

FOR HELP

I

WE 1

Wilderness

Transformed to

H

Farms and Towns

IMPORTANT FACTOR
Proposition
RoswpII

to

Erect

With

IN GROWTH

RVfWry
oí

Capacity

1,000 Tons

in

to 22, inclusive,

1906

Quarter

171 s

That the offer was appreciated Is
evidenced by the following letter received yesterday by Mr. Hadley:
San Francisco, July r..
Superintendent Hiram Hadley, Santal

The Morning Journal Bureau,
An nue, n. v.
till Pennsylvania
Washington, L). C. July 8. j
Fe, New Mexico.
A paramount factor In the develop
My Dear Sir Enclosed please find
dollars an.l
l
Is
the receipt for seventy-eigh- t
of our great west today
(J7n.Mii. the contribution
reclamation of arid lands through Ir- eighty tents
of the BChOOl Children Ol New Mexico
rigation. This Is becoming the
to the San Francisco School
area
question In most of the
Fund.
west of the 100th meridian. The great
The wonderful outpouring of Sym- in her dispopular interest in this subject has pathy for San francisco
by your generous
evidenced
as
tress,
by
the national
been inspired largely
contribution, added to many others of,
scheme of reclamation by he use ..f like character is so deeply appreciatfunds derived from the sale of pub- ed by us that It is impossible to give
lic lands
adequate expression to our gratitude.
The cost of the undertaking is
I
trust that you w ill express to all
IbC
indus- concerned
but no less so than
in this particular gift our
which
trial and social development
heartfelt thanks.
most
Importance
follow,
The
will speedily
Very sincerely yours.
of the changes which will lake place
ALFRED R Ni ! 'l BRI
Region!
estimated,
be
hardly
can
Sunt. Of Schools.
which are now barren and untenanted
Mr. RonCOVieri is well known In Alwill be settled, tOWM and cities will lot
ion, ami it will be remembered
be built and equipped with all of thi (hat he slopped here several dayi
modern means of communication
"" ,lis "'v to Í
some month
railroads, trolley lines, telegraph and superintendents'
III
Ah
convention
telephone lines and rural free deliver)
of mails schools and churchi I will bo
built, and the population of these new
All Losses To Be Paid.
communities will enjoy nil the benell was announced some tinn ag'
fits and conveniences of modern life
upon losses ill th.
To accomplish all this in a deca.de llmt all insurance
disaster will 06
Francisco
San
recent
one
magic,
of
seems like the work
paid, and his assurance will do much;
can hardly keep track of the cvoul-tlotoward restoring confidence in the fuof the west. It appears like
If you have lost your good
In a few year what lias half rlo ture.
neglect or carelessness,
been considere.! the work "f a cen health through
a lew uum
tury. Among tip- - industries whi nlwc would urge you to irymuer,
n ii
Btomacn
will play the most important part hi of Host. iters to
be the best medicina
working the modern miracle is tin acknowledged
not only to restore your health hut
r
Industry.
lo insure il Tor all future time. A few
The Installation of a lugar Cantor) doses
now and then will aid Nature
by
Intro
the
is always accompanied
In keeping all of the or
duetiOB of the most modem and sci- wonderfully
working order. Tins1
proper
gags
in
to
applied
farming
of
entific methods
by its ::! years' record if
proven
is
to
Incidentally
other
culture,
and
beet
of such ailments as poor appe
branches of farm Industry. Intensive cures
bloating, headache, dys- farming is taking the place of ,r tite, belching,
biliousness,
Indlgeatl i,
pepsta.
lie and sin ep grazing.
ft mule ills, or ma- With the advent of neo-.- denM pop- cramps, diarrhoea,
a suppll on your vacation
ulation comea the demand tor modern larla Take the ill effects of Strang
appliances and equipment This leads to counteract
to harnessing the power of the des- eating ami drinking.
cending mountain tórrenla io produce
light, heat and power. Through the
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
ditches and over tin wires come these
modem agents Of helpfulness to civ
For ages tlv
lllaed man's Industry
Wall Street.
energy of these mountain streams
temper or
New York July
.The
to waste. To the aborigine and
to- was
unravelled
k
market
shining
slo
the
the
settler
while
early
the
III
whiteness of the snow caps in the dis- day in spite of the ssmall increase
one io
tance meant only the decoration of the volunte of the day dealings Closing
landscape. To the modern inhabitant the selling of the final hour.
It means a potency far reaching In the qutatlons:
96 H
economy of human affairs, Krom Amalgamated Copper
.121
these melting snows come Stream! Sugar
,220 '4
leaping down in the valleys pregnant Anaconda
X7
.
with energy to be applied by man !n Atchison
H
i ....
do preferred
digging the ore from the mountains Nam
220
Jersey Central
and extracting the metal from u. la t Chesapeake
B
6
Ohio
speeding the wheels of transportation, st. caul, preferred
.17..
In producing light and heal for the
Rig
Four
furin
and
house,
business
home and
tí Southern
nuthlng power for use in manufacturi- Colorado
Hi
do llrsl pit fel led
ng. To utilize this energy I here musl
to
do second preferred
must
Population
he a population.
.
:i:i'
Erie
Indusagricultural
supporting
s
.1"'
hac
.
nterborough
r
try. The establishment of
7: 'a
do preferred
factories not only makes it possible to Missouri Pacific
00 1!.
utilize these great natural forces, but New York 'cut ral
12:1 M
most
fost.-rone of the greatest and
124 H
Pennsylvania
profitable forms of agriculture
A San Francisco, si
St.
Louis
SecIssued
In his annual report Just
. 42
oiul preferred
retary Wilson makes the following Southern
,84
PacMc
of
progress
regarding
the
tatemen!
,1414
Union Pacific
Mex-- SUgar
I
In
New
Industry
t
the
. M N
United States Steel
ico during the pasi year:
100
do preferred
0 í
"In the arid section thai has been Western Union
. .
investigated f,,r conditions favorable to
B
is
States
United
Industry Is the territory Refunding !'S, registered
lb" le
lo.i 1;
At different tines
of New Mexico
Hi" '
do coupon
it l;
.
. .
I have been under Inves- Refunding I's, registered
several pitigation with the resuii thai natural
10!
do i oupon
102
Conditions are found favorable wher
Old re, registered
ti:! '',
ever sufficient water can be secured
do coupon
yeat
A small beet factory some
.120 11
New 4's. registered
t
ícon
un
ago wis bin It at
. . . . ,!2M
arisnail
do cou pon
eos river
This operated tor two or
Money on ill at '.'n li '. pel cent
'
for
per
discontinued
years,
fi
and then
three
prime merc antile paper at
a year or two. until a mora Satlsfac cent. Silver. .' 'n cents.
Urj area of land devoted to beet
During
growing could be developed
The Metals
this interval Uic factory burned down.
was
"Among the .ilher drawback to Hsi New Yoik. July
success, it was loo small Also wl'h lower in London, with spot closing at
the facilities for Irrigation m e ,,tt ko lo anil futures at 7:i lie, Lore.
that time under the heavy evaporation yally no change of importance was
nomiof a drv season, tin waters were too potted with prices mote $ ors less
:.o f.i 10. no.
saline for good result with the beel nal. Lake is quoted at
at
ll.atVt;
elet trolytlc,
ivi2' uiLead
ero;,
was
t
"About 7 i miles north of this place casting at I1S.004H8.1I
dull and unchanged it 1 5. 78 6.80 In
Is Roswell, in the center of a vet y pr
unchanged at in
fruit district. Irrigation lie the local market andSpelter
declined la
Id In London.
is largely from artesian wells and conLondon,
hut remained
d to (II 15a In
ditions are all that could be ie In
Engltsli
at
the
l6.l8H0ft.tTK in
The busl dull
for producing agar beet
Silver, 16 He Mexican dolneaa Intereel of litis place during thl market,
pronosltlon from ía ra. 6014 c.
season received
outside parties Interested in sugar proChicago Hoard Of Trade.
duction, offering lo build a plant ol
Chicago, July ll
Reports that
mol ions daily capacity, providing
ale I, living Ameriian wheal
contracts could be secured for a
sugar
beel
rust has apIhe
laim
that
ami
grow
black
the
acreage to
"KsperimenU have been conducted pealed in North Uakpta caused a
dining the year to test conditions, and' strong tone today in Hie local wheat
Beptember wheat opened
is under consideration with. market,
ti,,, r
lo 77. advanced to 784 fj
liiitiii noss Utilities thai a plant will In at 77,
'fleptl oi'c, and closed at 7S'1i Vc.
erected then in the near future.
to 18, adlier corn opened at
vanced lo 68c and closed at 6I5bC
UVKR
You ro 10 bed In a September oats opened at 141l6c,
is out of order.
tO .1á7e. where il closed.
bud humor and get up with a bad advanced
want
You
mouth.
your
taste in
Ctilcago Live Htock.
'o,,eihiniir to stimulate your Bver.
Chicago, July II t'altle receipts.
Just try Herbine, the liver regulator.
for Constipation. 21.000; market, steady. common to,
cure
A po'itlve
Dyapepala nnl all liver oBMptatBta prime steers. 4.000tf 1.16; cowa, 3.o
4 f.0.
2.7.',wr..2r,:
bulls.
heifers.
Fort Worth, Texas,
Mrs. V
.
12.7.1 I 4. 2.1;
calves,
$ft.S0t)4,C;
writes.
"Havo need llerhine In my family atSCkers and feeders, $2 7.1 ffl i.fiO.
ik.ooo; market, I
sheep recelpta
for years. Words can't express what
Sheep, 14.25
In strong lo 10c higher.
I think
Everybody
about it.
2
i
yeatliiigs, J.I. 40 fj 7.oo Iambs.
my household are happy and well,
and we owe it to Herbiue. Sold by Il.4tffg.lt.
J. H. (TRtelty Co.
SKH-ktui-n-

ltccon-StrttCtlo-

17

Fairs for a

.I0. Tins makes
of Silver Oty.
the total amount forwarded lo the
luperintendent of public schools of
san Francisco, by Superintendent
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$10,000

8.

Pui ses for Baseball

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

I

-

Cowboy Relay Races Ladies'
Race
Manoeuvers by United States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma
the Streets
Shows
Carnival 4ttraction, with Twenty

(

CARNIVAL TO RLIGN ALL THE TIME

ot

house-keapin-

llmm

Kansas

"It y.
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Sales! Everybody Cries Special Sales!
Yet withall,

the second week of the Green Tag Sale

opens up with bargains that are unparalleled

:

111 11

7r
iU

$2.00

ODD VESTS, WORTH UP TO

each, placed in this sale at

or a
rn.
?Ul LDXJ

OF

SHOES,

WORTH

front $.'lS0 to $4.00 per pair, at

is on,-

Jfou

i

Llo

I

Vint'.' WC have a lull
about a nice l ain
ortmenl and have about cul the price In two.
'rio- utile green tag docs the bualntaa
l.oo
All $::.:,n Fane) Vests, now
Hum

All 14.60

fancy

Vests, now

ur .".hoe
Inducement to increai
cents worth of hosiery with
irade we offer ticevery pair of DOUgUM Shoes sold during Ibis Kale.
As a Special

(Ml

ooiNO AWAY Tins SUMMER 7
Pianos, s(nes, furniture, etc.. stored
safely.
Kales reasonable.
'the Si -

o

Here is a chance to got a good pair 'of ahoea cheap,
We have apout 250 paira of odd ahoea They rap
resent dress as well as working .shoes nuil are 'i
;
make, till sizes, worth up to
big bargain.
14,60, We will pul them out at, per pair. .. .2.75

of tic richest bargains of this ad.
Here is yofr
tnlghl need an extra vest.
hance, We have over a hundred of them left
over, from soils, wlinh we sell at 60 cents each.
Some are out of 120. on suits, worth 18.00, but we
have no further uae for them. Take 'em at. ,5tu

Tins

PAIRS

ciirlty Warehouae
Co. Oltlccs,

old)

I

BRANDY,

and Improvement

(nuil block. Ilolh

phones.

VIRGINIA

BLiACKllGRRY
ABSOLUTELY
PURE
K CO., III!

ERNEST MEYERS
SILVER AVEN1 E.
TRY

GLASS OF

mtl BEER
ELEPHANT.

MUNCHENER-MO-

At T4E

.

P

Wlllli:

if

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the DlOtrtct court.
Motilfzuma Trust Company and Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of Ihe
estate of D. J. Abel, deceaaed, Plaintiffs,

Here are two

eye-opene-

vs.
William Harper and Lou Harper, his
wife, and j. e. Hareourt, Trustee,
Defendants,
No. 71311.

for you from the

rs

Boys' Department

Ails

Boys'

sun

lit
in Ihe .lore, aged
Sli.llO, I. teen 'lagged
:(

pair oi

An

value up lo

itis'

up lo $1,25,

a

GREEN TAG SPECIALS

mm
The

u

more
4ULCC4jttl

than
before

Am pair of lto.s'
non
io si,
$1.00

I

orduroy rani

s

uoilli

The

up
45c

hite Plalliil shirt- -

tc

w

Green Tag

has
pro-tíe-

$1.54
7.m

$1.011

line

ilitrts,

Mercerised,

now

Winking Bliirts, now

$.m
45o

Working lililíes, now

$0o L'nlau rulered wiiiuM

Vttllll

45c

2.90

Green Tug

Notice of Suit

Pants, sixes :t i is years,
Now Green Tagged ni

7.V

OTHERS TM

-

shirts,

now

3,"c

n

a regular
price

paralizer

a

HTMEROUR ID MENTION

Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier

To William Harper and Lou Harper,
his wife, and J, E. Haroourt, Trustee, defendanta:
A'oti are hereby noliileil that a suit
has been begun in Ihe district COUri
Of Bernalillo county, New Mexeo, by
the Monteauma Trust company and
Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of the
last will and test anient of Ihe estate
of D. .1. Abel, deceased, against you
as defendants, for the purplso of recovering a Judgment against William
Harper for the sum of eight thouaand
(JS.000)
dollars, principal, together
with interest thereon from the 3rd day
of January, tgOli at the rate of eight
per cent per annum and ten per cent
of lu amount to be found due, hh at-- i
lorney's fees, provided by said nole to
be paid, and to foreclose that ccr-- ,
lain deed of trust, dated the 3rd day
oí .June, 1IIB, executed by William
Harper and Lou Harper, his wife, to
J, l' Hareourt, Trustee, recorded In
Vol. 12, page 197 of the records 01
Bernalillo county, upon lot 13 in
Mock NO. fifteen (18) of the New
Mexico Town Company addition to Ihe
'City of Alhuipicrriue, New Mexico, given lo secare the payment of said note,
land for a decree, ordering the sale of
said property to satisfy, pay off and
discharge the indebtedness nvidencod
by wild note, and also the attorneys
fees therein provided to DO paid, and
also for costs of suit; and that an nr-- I
der for servlco by publication has
been made in said cause.
You are further untitled that unless
you enter your appearance In said
cause on or before the 5th day of Scp-- I
lumber, l0fi, the plaintiffs will apply
to tho court for the relief demanded

their complaint.
W. E. DAME. Clerk.
(Seal)
E. L. MEDLER. Attorney for Plffs.
fostofnee address, AlbuQuerque,

In

N.

M .

i;''nt or pojnonuun.
Hold b7 ArncRhK

isJTHFfHMSCmiVALCO.

STORAGE.

.

July II. faille re
H I
MKV-Kit- s
I i;
i i:
i s
i elpts.ét.OOO: market, steady 10 strong.
A co., sou:
s, un. w. Native steers.
4.00'o- 6. 0; southern
(.l
I
MIA ER
steera j3.oo(iri.oo, snitheru cowa
12.004 3. .10; native cows and heifeis,
M AGI TO
SPRINGS.
12.004 Ti. 40; atochan and feeders,
'
$2.1.14 4.3f.; bulls. J2.2.7 h 4.00; calves.
The tindt rslgned Is prepared
to J2.fi0(ff 6..10; western fed steers .13.7S
In
trips
make
and from the celebrated
western fed cows. 11.260
JEMKZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Infor- 116.60;
4.25.
6. 000:
mation desired can be secured from
receipts.
market.
sheep
Oeorge H Moore, No, 113 West Rail- Steady, Muttons, 14.7641.28; lambs.
road avenue.
range
wethers,
5,00fJ
85. 7648.00;
'fl.40; fed ewes. 4.f.0f r..0.
JAMES T. JOHNUTON.
IMRRi-- i

")

e.

6I4

RIBBON,

bldg.

,...?jj!y:....

,

BLtTE
IM M Hi

WANTED Bright boy
over 15
years of age to learn the bookbinding
trade. II. S. Lithgow & Co., Journal

Bo-le- n.

Purses for Horse Races

I

PABfTT

Colo.

for

hut
nothing
LiHe This

i

,

FKUI fcSSlUINAL.
MALE HELP WANTED.
AGENTS
WANTED Big money
made selling our trees. Write for
terms. Western Nursery Co., Denver,

1

.

lililí

1

WANTED
Two good Japanese,
cooks want position for any class of
cooking. Address A. B. C. Journal.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 V. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 379.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
extra salespeople.
"wanted
Apply Monday.
llfeld & Co.
WANTED Girl tor general housedrop-hea- d
SALIC
F
finger
work. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings,
sewing machines. Jt and 4 Grant bldg SO!) Copper avenue.
tf
At asaorifl.ee. all my
sale
young,
WANTED
Saleswoman,
thoroughbred White Rocks and Minorca chickens; also Homer pigeons. R. must be experienced, and be able to
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
S Elwoud.
itnii N. Eleventh si.
J 1.1
right person. Only parties with all
four-rooFOR SALE Modern
qualifications and capable need apply.
house. T. E. Cargan, 507 N. Twelfth l,t .Write
and send references ImmediateFOR SALE. Horse, buggy and har- ly to the John Becker Company,
ness, cheap. 702 West Coal ave.
tf
New Me xieo.
FOR SALE. A thoroughly reliable
family driving horse.
Light spring
LOST At Traction park Fourth if
buggy.
Also huggy pole.
Call 417
July, diamond ring with three stones,
South Walter si reel.
e
gasoline two diamonds and róhv in center. FinFOR SALE A
engine, all complete.
J. F. Palmer, der will receive suitable reward by reto Wm. Hall. Traction park, or
501 N. First st.
tf turning
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE $2,700 will buy a nine-rooLOST Last Sunday evening, lady's
brick house, bath, cellar, electric lights, lot 71x100, In Highlands, earring made of gold coin, .,izo of
á0 gold piece.
12.
Leave at Mo., dug
OlOSS In,
Cement walk, shade. P. O.
Journal office and receive reward.
ft ox 218.
FOR SALE Soda fountain. T.
ATTORNEYS.
Topham.
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
hnp'es at Albuuuernno
Carriage Co. ing.Office In First Nations! bank buildAlbuimeraue. N. M.
FOR RENT- PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT - Furnished
with
bath. Hi); S. Arno.
tf DR. R. L. HUST
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Room
11.000,00
2:18. Pace. . Stirburg'i Grato Plug Cut Tobacco Stake
KoR RENT furnished front room
Tuberculosis treated with High FreWith hath.
414 Tí. Fourth st.
$1,000.00
il l quency Electrical Current and Ciermi-cid9:30 Trot Carnation Cream Stake
Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
FOR RENT Rooms and board, 0:1 4
$1,090.00
3:13 Pace. Moct .v ( iiamion's while s, ai Champagne Stake
d. m. Trained nurse In attendance.
N. Twelfth st,
j2!i Roth
'phones.
$i,ooo.oj
2:0$ Pace. Mitchell Wagon stake
FOR RF; NT Furnished rooms for
DR.
H. WROTH
J.
housekeeping, $s up. 417 W. Silver av
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Fot RENT Sheep range to lease,
uyj grass, unfailing water, patented DR. J. E. BRONSON
lands; located in Sierra county. Ad- -,
Homeopathic,
dress C. C. Miller, Hillshoro, New
rhvsician and Surgeon.
Mexico.
Room 17 Whiting Black.
FOR RENT. Furnished tent, $S,00 DR W. CI. SHADRACH
Half-mil- e
per month. Apply702 W. Coal.
Practice Limited
tf
Eye. Ear, Nose, Throat.
FOR
RENT.
Three furnamed Oculist and Aurlst
for Santa Fe coast
rooms with modern conveniences. 213 lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
j South
Arno.
tf Hours 9 to 12 a. rn- - 1.80 to B p. m,
FOR RENT.
Three
furnished
DENTISTS.
rooms for housekeeping,
110 South DR. J. E. KRAFT
Ball
Broadway,
jn
Dental Surgeon.
Big
on
FOR RENT -- Two rooms for light Rooms 1G and 16 Grant Block, over
the
Golden Rule Drv Goods comnanv.
housekeeping. 610 W. Coal.
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 154.
FOR RENT 100-fostore room B. J. ALGER. D. D.
8.
On West Cold avenue.
Address Box
Offices: Arimlio block,
Gol.
Els, City.
tf den Rule. Office hours. 8:owtoalte
SO a. m. to
12:30 o. m.; 1:20 to 6 o. m. AutoFOR R ENT Rooms Tor
matic telephone 462.
Anointments
Corner of Sixth st. and Rail- made
by mall.
road
uve.
to
O.
James
horse
belonging
Valuable
Counter
Socorro,
Sales
Rooks.
at
Office Closed (mil July 23.
Bold Hone Thieves
FOR RENT Fur'.lshed room. 512 DR. L. E. ERVIN
We are In a position now to handle
Juan .Maria Saca and Samuel Créo- - Fitch, the attorney, and another from
Professor Robert P. Noble, president your orders for counter sales book's, N. Second st.
v. of Socorro, both of unenviable reptf
Dentist.
utation, assaulted the delivery boy for Of the School of Mines, and escaped, ('all us up ami we wUl be fjfwased to
Auto Phone 691.
FOR RENT
Furnished modern Rooms 20 and
So far tlx y have not been captured, give you
Whiting block. ever
22.
AUgUBl Winkler, a grocery merchant
estimates. Automatic 'phone house; also furnished rooms. Inquire
Learnard and Lindemann.
In the Gem City, the oilier evening. A sheriff's posse Is after them.
af'.frr r, o'clock at 51 I W. Coal.
128.
tf
After the assault, in which Ihe boy
ARCIIITKCTIS.
II. S. Lithgow At Co.,
FOR RENT
Storage room for
carpenter, telephone
If you need
was petty roughly handled, although
wool, furniture, etc. Large building. P. W. SPENCER
Bookbinders,
Jout nal liuildlug.
not permanently injured, they stole a Desselden. Auto. Phone ó.sii.
V.
O.
WALLINGFORD
K. W. Fee. fi20 S. Second st.
Architects.
POR RBNT
Modem
furnished Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
Roth 'Phones.
rooms. SOO .South Second St., upstairs
w. v. Futrelle.
tf
IV IL I M.IM I IfS
FOR It K N
Pleasant furnished J. It. PARWBLtr
rooms at 816 S. Third st
Civil Engineer,
tf
w JA N. T. Arinijo building.
KOH RKNT Furnished rooms bv IMIDKTAKERS.
ine o:tv. weeK or month, a so rooms
for light housekeeping.
M rs.
Evil
BORDERS
Flaming. 113 West Lend ave.
tf
City Undertaker.
WA vn;u.
Black or white hearse, J5.00. ComWANTKI) -- To rent
house mercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
li.v two adults;
no sickness.
Addrers 3l; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
New Moxic i.
U, Journal.
II A K Kit I l'S.
MEM ANDWOMEU
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
I no Pin
t for nnnatur.tl
part
wedto
of
anv
(Itv.
the
s
rim iharsMdaaaauaaileaa
ding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
! : 5
irritatioim or ulcerstlom
:
guara n tend.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer gSfag fot m ttrloim.
of
r o h nininhriinAR.
Bakery. 207 South Elr-- t street.
Pmtne TenlMlca.
I'ainloiifl, mid not aitrlii'

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September

Since the recent r port of the money
In by the children of the Nee
Mexico public schools for tin- school
reconstruction fund of San Francisco
Prof Harilley. superintendent of public instruction, has received the folHannah
lowing additional donations:
MaeSennan of Taos. $lf,li: Ague"
Phillips of Hell. 12. Miss M. It. Koe.i-le- r

Planos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as f 10.00 mid as high aa 1200.00.
Loans are eulckly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Ooods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Cull and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
parte of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3
4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
805 West Railroad Avenne.
FOR SALE.
POR SALE Good saddle horse, 613
Marquette ave.
POR SALE Lot; cheap If sold
mee. ' 24 S. Second st.
family
Foil SALE Two good
horses, two young saddle 'horses, one
phaeton and harness. C. W. Hunter,
corner Broadway and Copper.
J12
Foli SALE Small rancn, close In;
I adobe houses at a bargain If soli
if
at once. 123 S. Third st.

On
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ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

Money to Loan
Furniture.

TERRITORIAL

sent
SUGAR BEET INDUSTRY MOST
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er int in -- lain wmpptir,
I'
xprrn, prrpKlrl fol
11.00, er3 botü Í2.75.
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r

r.
A. FLEISCHER
Real Estate and Loans,
Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds.

South Second Street,
Automatic 'IMlone 328.
FOR SAUL.
J 1.800.
frame, bath, electric
lights, lot 60x148, in Highlands.
12,000- brick cottage, good
cellar, barn, etc., S. Edith street.
12,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
J4.000 Two good
houses, 6 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
houses: close In; N. Sixth street.
13,860
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Hood outbuildings, trees and shrubbery.
Fouth ward.
18,000
cement finish dwelling, balh. etc. close In.
J2.200
fivime dwelling, on
corner close In, lot 75x142, fine
shade trees.
A Hue place of business property for
'
sale.
Some good ranches for sale close te
city.
12,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
142; N. Second street.
11,300
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.
12,000
frame cottage, hath,
etc.; S. Arno street.
11,100
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, close In.
16,500 4 double houses, close In. Income ISO per month; a good Investment. Hair cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
J3.300
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house
on Highlands.
12.600
frame, bath, electrle
lights, trees, ahrubbery, lot 76x142,
Fourth ward.
11,300
frame, near shops.
12,260
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and ahrubbery, corner lot, 60x142.
13,300
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good
trees and lawn; One location. barn;
iWeat
Tijeras road.
12,700
room frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. 8.
Arno at
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
at Ixiw itnlffs of Interest.
S12V4

two-stor-
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We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.
others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.

HAS NEW CLUE IN

select some of those choice

prvw.

If we fail in one plan we have two
In

the meantime better

lots in the

50-fo- ot

THE MIRABALOAS E

Deputy Sheriffs Sen! to Los

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Lunas After Suspects

AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

Office

FIGHT BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN
OVER MISS LUCERO OF OLD TOWN

119

South Second Street

First National Bank Building

a

..

.i
iM
ri'inii,y... .nerins
una Montoya
i

M

...

Sim

-

iutierr.;z

tórtolo

have been ordered to
Los latum by sheriff Partéete
to follow mi k new clew in the
(ase of the at Order of Pedro Mirabal
la old Albuquerque a week ago by an
unknown man who ripped open
abdomen with a dagger.
It has been learned through the efforts of the sheriff and his deputies!
that IIIrabal was threatened on the
night of the murder by an unknown
man who attended the baile at Which
Mlrabal hud bien shortly before nlol
Ar-mi- jo

PASSENGERS

DOLLARS FOR LOCAL

1

WOULD

ALBUPPiS

THOUSAND

SCHOOL

INDIAN

THE

death.

Miss Manuel! ta Lucero, daughter of
Jose Lmero, of Old Albuquerque, say:
that she danced with Mirabal that
night and refused to dance with a
stranger, whose name she cannot or
will not give. .She says she afterward
danced again With Mirabal in prefer-enc- e
to the stranger and that the rejected one threatened to kill Mirabal
in revenge for the slight.
Thursday morning, the day after
the murder, at 8 o'clock, two men
were seen to ride through Los lamas
with their horses in a lather ami disappeared west. The witness who aaw
the men at Los Lunas says he recognized a horse which he "had seen in
Albuquerque.
There is little to work on, but the
sheriff is determined to let no clew
go untested and accordingly the deputies were sent to Los Lunas. The
sheriff is also quietly working along
other lines and making every effort
possible with the evidence obtainable
to apprehend the guilty man.
De Bois, the other man who was
carved up at the time Mirabal was
killed, is still in the hospltabl, recovering rapidly, lie still persists that
he knows no more about the affair
than he has already told.

RAPIDLY

BEING

COMPARED

The Philippines
APPEALED

LIBERAL

TO LOCAL POLICE
TO

SAVE

HIS

PROVISIONS ALSO
FOR SCHOOL

LIFE

Olfer
BELIEVE

IN SANTA FE

ALL EXTRA

CLOTHING

,

ITS EASY AFTER

Clarence Edward Heald, recently of
the UntvereHtf of Now Mexico and a
Albuquerque boy, has announced his intention to accepl the olfer of Dr. W. F. Carver of $100 In
gold to any Albuquerque man. woman
or child who wi'l take the forty foot
dive on the back of the diving horses
Riley Kd wards of
ut Traction park.
Hie Monarch Grocery company has also announced his willingness to take
an now no
the leap, and both in.
gotlatlnR with )i Carver concerning
the details. Bdth say they are not
afraid In make the lea o if H is mad?
Both are anxious
worth their while
that tin reputation if Albuquerque for
nerve
shall not suite.young men of
and claim that task Is not so pi rllous
as it appears and is represented to b
"
don't believe the diving pail
.should be so dangerous if one can sit
the horse properly as he leaves Hie
platform," said Ueald yci Iferday. "i
am al least willing In mak a try at it
it i can make satisfactory arrange
menta about the money." The friends
of the two boys will await further details of their diving plans Willi interest.
well-kno-

:

400.

Santa Ke School For the .support
and education of 300 Indians at the
Santa Fe Indian School, $!iO,inO; for
the pay of the superintendent, $t,soo.:
for water supply. 11,500; for general
repairs and improvements. S,000; for
bakery, $l,ooo for an addition to the
warehouse, $2,000; for the pay of one
special attorney for the Pueblo Indiana of Xew Mexico. $1,500; and for
necessary traveling and Incidental ex
penses of said attorney, $áoo; for the
construction of an additional building
for dining room and other purposes a:
the Indian school at Santa Pa, $15,
ooo; for incidental expenses of the
Indian service in New Mexico, including traveling expenses of agents,
$1,000.

I
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ARIZONA

WORLD

knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment
has no superior for Rheumatism, Stilt
Joints. Cuts, Sprains, Lumbago and,
all pains. Buy it. try it and you Willi
always use it. Anybody who has used
Ballard's Snow Liniment is n living
proof of what it does. All we ask
of you Is to get. ii trial bottle. Price
lie, Sic and $1.00. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly Co.

Herman Schweizer, manager of the.
Harvey OUrlo rooms, returned yesterday evening from Phoenix, after
spending two days in that city.
"It took all the time I was there to
keep coo, said Mr. Schweizer lust
night, "so I left at the first opportunity for cool Albuquerque, it Is frightfully hot down there. Tile people only
wear what clothes are required by
politeness.
noticed that the clothing
stores don't display a sign of a coat
or a vest. All you see in the windows
is trousers and shirts and shoes. Collars art still seen but they are DOl
popular. It is so hot that one can will
while walking across town and use a
fan at that. The heat is really unbearable, and most of the people an
at the seashore or in the moOntalm
No one could complain of heat in Al
buquerque.
They say that down In
Bishoe and Douglas il is also blistering hot, and
wouldn't suggest south
em Arizona lor a pleasure irip just at
this time of tin- year. It is said to be
unusual even for that section, other
wise riincuix is looking prosperous
and the Arizona city is growing very!
rapidly"
1

Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a
sample of i 'hamberlaln's stomach
Liver Tablets. We are glad to
them t" anyone who Is troubled

free
an I
give
witli

biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have oren
permanently cured by their use. Por
sale by all druggist.!.

II. MITCH EL
CITY

SCAVENGER

office: Oar.
Colo. Phone

177

Booood

ami QoaJ

Aillo Phone III

.

:::

ta-!-

I

stop-over- s.

KETiTElK

TOWN'

often Carry the Mmt
Conviction,
When Maxim, the famous gun
placed his gun before a committee of judges, he slated Its carrying power to be much below what he
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
The result of the trial was therefore
a great surprise, instead of a disapIt is the same Willi the
pointment
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,
j
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, They
Now is tlif time to take that trip back home. Take advantage
t
do not publicly boast of all Ibis remof the low rates to the east. Tickets
edy will accomplish, but prefer to lol
users make the statements. What they Apache reservation.
on sale at special reduced rates for
do claim, Is that it will positively cure
Saved Ills Comrade's late.
the round trip from June i to Sepdiarrhoea, dysentery, pains in thq
"While reluming from the Grand
Stomach and bowels and has nev
tember
encampment
30.
at
Washington
Army
been known to fall. For sale by all
City, a comrade from Elgin, III was
druggists.
and return, $55.35.
Chicago
taken with cholera morbus and Waal
8,
says
J.
Mr.
In
condition,"
a
critical
Louis
and return, $47.85
St.
Every Little itn Kelps
Hill the Use of special
ruled blank:; Houghtand, of Bldon, Iowa. "1 gave
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
and books in your office work helps a Di
On the following dates the Santa Fe
rrhoea Remedy and believe saved
"big bit." Never thought of ItT .lut
have been engaged f,,r
will sell excursion tickets to princitry il. Give us your ideas and we will hi! life.
be pleased to draw up the plans for ten. years in Immigration work and
pal points in Illinois, Kansas, MichiConducted many parties to the south
books and blanks and give estimate.
and west. I always carry I Ii is remedy
gan, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da- II. s. Utbgow A Co.,
ami have used it successfully on many
Bookbinders,
Journal Muildlng.
ami Wyoming: June 1 and 2,
Wisconsin
Dakota,
kola,
South
occasions." Sold by all druggist
inclusive,
and
July to 10, inclusive, ( all
)
6,
to
PAB8T BLUE RIBBON, AMERIalso
June
PAB8T BLUE RIBBON, AMERICA'S FIX EST BEER. ERNEST MEYFINEST BEER. ERNES'I MEYat ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
Co.. SOLE AGENTS, I Hi. W. CA'S
ERS
CO., SOLE AGENTS, 110- W.
ERS
SILVER AVENUE.
few principal x tints.
SILVER AVENUE.
I
HOME-MADA
Chicago and return
$5''5
E
CANDY
FEE'S
Business Without System
WALTON'S imr; 8TOKE.
4-Louis
and
St.
return
I; like a shin without a rudder Tie
ladles of the modern systemtiser is the Loom i i - S"
Tenn., and return
The Home Mission
Memphis;
$4u5
Methods. They can be adapted to any ?
the Highland M B, church will giv-aKansas City and return
$3oo
lee cream social at the residence business, largo or small. Sheets cani
of Col. and Mrs. Mlnnis. 801 South he ruled lo suit your needs. Full out- October
tickets,
all
limit
on
Up
1906.
we
Call
car
us
Return
Ills
and
furnished
31,
Waller street, Thursday. July 12. from
of using
show you the advantages
4 to
10 ii. in.
loose leaf devices.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
COLD ROOT BEER
ii. s. Uthgow & Co.,
FEE'S
Muildlng,
Journal
DRUG
Bookbinders.
STORE.
WALTON'S
AT
Modest Claims

I5

M7

Carver

YOU ONCE GET STARTED

The Morning Journal Bureau.
Pennsylvania Avenue. N. v.,
D. I'., July 8.
The Indian appropriation t'ill carries a much larger appropriation for
the Indian schools in New Mexico for
the present Bical year than hitherto.
It also makes provisions for some improvements at both Albuquerque and
Santa Fe. The items follow
Albuquerque School Kor the support and education of 30Q Indian pupils at the AtpUqUerqUC Indian school,
$50.11)11: for the pay of the superintendent, 11,100; for Improvements to
water supply, 13,190 ; general repairs
and improvements. $,',.000; In all $60.- -

To Abandon f oil Apache.
It now looks very much as If Fort
Apache would be abandoned by the
United States army, leaving only Port
Whipple and Iluachuca remaining to
bring back to tile mind of the idd- timer the days of (Jerónimo and Geil-- I
eral Lawton, the man who captured
the wily old Apache leader.
Fort Apache Is ninety miles from
the nearest railroad point and the
wagon road to the fort is very poo,-All supplies are taken by wagon from
Holbroook. it is thought that Apache
Will be abandoned before tin- flrqt of
the year. In the meantime four troops
of cavalry will be left at the old fort,
r nlt
limn Ii'oi
li:icie was an ah- solute necessity, being situated mi the

of Dr.

1

ii

I

Accept

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
Tor other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
- ilc every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
T. E. PURDY, Agent. August ami September.
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Crazed From Experiences in Albuquerque Institution Well Heald and Edwards
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Consideable excitement was caused
at Slurges' corner shortly after train
No. S from the west pulled in here
A roughly dressed man
last evening.
of medium height with face frigh'-fUll- y
distorted with bullet wounds
rushed over from the train, grabbed
Policemen Wagner and Highhargln
and appealed to them for protection.
"One bundled people on that train
are bound to kill me." be yelled,
lightening his cluth on the officers
and pointing to No. S.
The policemen quieted the man as
best they could and walked over with
to the train while he cast apprehim
FAKE EtAIK PREPARATIONS.
hensive glances to the rear, evidently
!
Httir No Good, ftui Often Vaxm n thoroughly believing that his life was
in constant danger.
As there dldn'l
to lull Out.
appear to be anything bloodthirsty
Many hair preparations are "take ' looking about the crowd at the staiMcaUae Ihey are merely sculp
tion the officers made investigation
They often cause a dryness, anil found that the man was a dismaking the hair brittle, and, finally, charged soldier from the Philippines,
lifeless
Dandruff is the cause of all named Brown, on his way to Chicago
trouble with the hair. It is a genu from Sin Francisco, where he recently
disease.
The germ makes cuticle landed front the islands. It was Imscales as it digs to the root of the possible to find out to what regiment
hair, where it destroys the hair's vi- or company he belonged and will)
tality, causing It to fall out. To cure the assistance of Depot Master Gray
da ml ruff, the germ must be killed. he was put back on his train, where
"Destroy the cause, you remove the ef- to follow passengers agreed to watch
fect." Newbro's Harplcide is the only and see that he did nothing violen!.
hair preparation that kills the dan The man was stark crazy, probably as
druff germ, thereby leaving ll) hair 'oia result of his stay in the Islands,
gfOW luxuriantly.
Sold by leading lie. was fearfully disfigured, a bullet
druggists, Send 10c in sunups fi.j having plowed through one side of
sample to The Herplclde Co., Detroit, his face, and his
appeard
n. n. BrlggS & Co., .Special ance caused considerable of a sensaMich
Agents.
tion at the train.
CITY

10
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Special Rates to the West i
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Ice

1

Company

NOTHING BUT
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l ne Crystal

we manufacture

ICE

BOTH PHONE8

ill

ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who hav
not used the Mormn Journal classified ad columns.

MEXICO
The Idea.1 Summer Resort

Oeo.ooiOeooo,ooi

Special Rates to the East

"SEE TH E UNITED STATES," hut remember that no tour
ol the Southwest or West is complete unless you have
included a side tripe to Mexico, í'xí

-

Professor Rupert P. Asplund, who
has charge of the taking of the School
census in Albuquerque, says thai tin
work is progressing and will probably be finished in a few days. The
Highlands, north and south, have
been pretty well canvassed already,
professor Asplund says that at a
rough estimáis he believes the list of
children between the ages of 0 and
L'l will go considerably over
three
thousand, bul it is too soon to make
a close estimate.

THE MEXICAN

CENTRAL

RAILWAY

I

,

The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
Republic. Guadalajara and Lake hapala, and Cuernavaca,
the most famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
Guana juanto, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
mining centers of the world today
(

1

Old Chronic Sores
As a dressing for old chronic sores
there Is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it Is not advisable
to heal old sores entirely, they should
be kepi In good condition, lor Which
this salve is especially valuable, trot
sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve ha?
no superior. For sale by all druggists.

til, I.

VIlit.lMA

lil.At MtKliliY
PURE.

BRANDY,
ABSOLUTELY
F.RNEHT MEYERS A CO.,
SILVER AVENUE.

I1U

W.

KLECTHIC AND
SOUTHWESTERN
CO.
CONSTRUCTION
OPPOSITE NEW POBTOEFICE
CALL AND SEE US IN OUR NEW
ESTABLISHMENT IOK PANS, FIXTURES AND SUPPLIES.

RESORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
new and beautiful residence property,
containing about twenty rooms, In the
finest location In the valley, about una
mile from the. city limits on the Lock-maranch. Attractive ground! and
Surroundings.
Also ten additional
rooms in contiguous collages If desired. Ample stables and outhuildiiig-i- .
Apply on premises or address Mrs
Henry Lockhurt, Albuquerque, X. M. il
IDEAL

HEALTH

train and Pullman service daily without change.
New Pullman "Hroilcr" and Buffet cars in operation, You
can have choice of routes, going and returning via LI Paso
in Vta I'd Last) and out via Torreón and Eagle Lass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

Up-to-d- ate

1

J

;oi

oaeeeeeeo-ree-

For rales, illustrated liooklcts and full information,
call or write,
0.

r. niiitNA.

a. p.

com. Agt.,
Kl I'aso, Tcxua.

W. i).

.lAOKWlV.

t.

v.

8an Antonio, Toias.

Murdoch, i. t. mr.,

j.

v.

Mexico oily, Ü.

r.

A.,

McDonald, a. g. p. a

P.

e

rl

A ItolHMl Mu(H7.inC

Is worlh a dozen lying around lOOM,
We ran bind them In attractive, form
for $1.00. Better bindings a little
higher. Just call Automatic, 'phone
128 and we will be glad to talk over

your magazine proposition.
II. S. lalhgow & Co.,
Rookblndcrs,
Journal Building.
RIBBON,
FINEST BEER. ERNEST

T'ABST BLUE

ERS

,v

co.

BOLE AGENTS,
AVEN1 B.

and

Executors.

yoi.jt&i

de

TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
Men's Outing Suits, sold from $7.50 to $16.00, at
off regular prices
Men's Business Suits, sold from $12 to $27.50, blues and blacks reserved, at
Broken lines in Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4 and $5 grades. Sale Price
$2.50
brands,
well
and
at
worth
known
and
Monaroh
$1.75,
other
$125
Men's
Shirts Cluett,
90c
Men's Hats, hardly two alike, all worth $2.50 to $4.00. Sale Price
$1.50
All
All

II

SYDNEY EIIOKNE ABEL.
B. L KEDLEH. Attorney for Ex-

ecutors.

Again we inaugurate this great sale under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
merchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at a great saving to
All broken lines of seasonable high-graevent

MET-

Notice.
hereby given UWl the final
Notice
report of The Montezuma Trust Company and Sydney Kugene Abel, executors of the last will and tPtdumetit of
the eiitate of D. J. Abel, decflaaed, wan
filed in the probate court on the 2d
day of July, 11)06, and that Monday,
the 8th day of August, 190D, has been
itxed by the. probate court as the date
of the hearing of objections to the
final account of said executors and the
settlement thereof. All persons having any objections or exceptions to
said report are required to be present
and present the same on said date.
MONTEZUMA TKUHT COMPANY,

Í,

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
one-fift-

h

High-grad- e

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today
119

WEST COLD
AVENUE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

PAOS

CbtJJlbuquerque Ifíornittdjouma!

SoSos

Published by ths

I

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING

MACPHKRSON, President.
W. S. BURKE, Editor.
H. B. HENINO. City Editor.
Entered a second-ctsa- s
mutter at the postofTlce at Albuquerque, N. If.
nader act of congress of March J. 1871.
THE MOIIMM. JOl RNAL IS TIIK IjEADINU ItKIM HLH AN PAPER
OP NEW MEXKO, SUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY ALL THE TIME AND THE METHODS OF THE HEIMI1-LICAPARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
Larger circulation tlian any other paXT In New Meslco. Tlio only Iai-- r
New Mexico limned every (lay In tlw year.
"The Morning Journal lia a higher circulation rattan than la acconhil
The
tm any other paper In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico."
American Newspaper Directory.
C
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION?
$5.00
Dally, by mall, ona year In advanca
.
.60
Bally, by carrier, one month
.
.50
Dally, by mall, one month

The Alton's engineer will go

little

says

he

will talk when properly approached.

Wilson says the packers are
trying to he good but It goes awful
hard.
Mr.

Modern engineering fears nothing.
They arc going to bridge the Ksw
again.
The average Russian believes that
dynamite has the douma skinned a
m!le.

Maybe

It

thai afflicted

MORNING,

JULY

12,

was emotional insanity
Stoessel
and Rojest-vensk-

The breweries have given up
In Kansas t'ity, Kas., Iiut
growler sti'.l nourishes.

l0.

fight

the
the

Hoyt Smith, of Leroy, Kas., Is a
grandfather at 37 years and Kansas
Is SOtld w It ti Roosevelt.

Wasted on the Desert Air

An Evansvllle wife beater was clubbed to death by bis neighbors.
The
ROiiSEVELT Riven. Rem.l ndvle e to the people of Arizona in Joke was certainly on him.
Some of Alice
Roosevelt's best
that he hopes they will incept th offer to unltr with
friends are beginning lo think she
and enter as one state. "They may have to wall many better
trot along home now.
years before the chanca again offers Itself, and even then It piobalily
Funny
how our own phonograph
will be only on the present terms." These are wise words. The Arlzonans
alw ays sounds bette r han the one In
are likely to see the m.itter in this light before the election In November our neighbor's house across the way.
which will decide whether they will accept or reject the offer. lake every
if Teddy didn't take all Bryan's
other American, the president wishes well to Arizona, and the best possible clothes while he was in swimming he
tied several very hard knots In them.
t
thing for thut community now would be Its entrance with New Mexico as
vent h state. C
Boyhood's wildest dreams are comThe president's advice to the Arizmia people is good and sound and so are ing true when the
league gives the youngster a Job as
the words of the 0 lobe -- Democrat, but we do not
believe it will mike any detective.
I
difference what anybody says, so far as the result in Arizona Is concerned.
The man who complains of the heal
"Whom the gods would destroy they first nuke mad.'' and in the way ut in Albuquerque should just remember
the gods have turned out a very workmanlike job, over in how Bill Taft Is perspiring down

a a

PRESIDENT

tin-for-

y--

antl-cigaret-

mad-makin- g

Arizona.
Joint statehood. It must be remembered, i a republican measure, sus- tallied by the republican party, put through b) a republican congress and
endorsed by a republican administration, but the Phoenix Republican, Which
claims to be the leading republican paper of Arizona, treats It after this
manner:
"It should be Insisted upon that every man who finds a place on a county
or precinct ticket must he an ardent opponent of Joint statehood, and not a
hanger on the fence, much less a friend of Jointure."

south.

j

a

guest in Lawton, o.
T.. lost a Klip containing his cash.
Most of us lose our grip after losing

a careless hotel

our cash.

S

Vice Admiral Chnuknln Is another
gloomy example of the fact thai if
you lick you get assassinated and if
you don't lick you go to Siberia,

aa

unfortunate that the

How

ininii-tabl-

s

and unique literary style of the
Citizen office always gives itself away
Is
Fe
at
neighbor
-Santa
of
our ancient and amiable
THE attention
even when signed "Taxpayer."
called lo the fact that its Issue of Monday evening did not contain a word of
Mr. Rodey didn't make a speech at
abuse of the Morning Journal. Such an oversight has not happened before in the banquet to Secretary Root in Sail
two years. In view of thai fact, and also of the recent discovery that our Juan. If be had it wouldn't take more
than three guesses to hit his subject
ancient and amiable neighbor is "human and liable to err," we are willing
Champ Clark suggests Oklahoma as
to overlook the omission this time, but don t let It occur again.
the site for the democratic convenP,
foregoing item was written for our Issue of yesterday, bul tion, the ides being to get as far away
was crowded out, and In the meantime the Tuesday Isssue of our Santa Fc from New York and Willie Hearst ti
neighbor has come to hand, with more than the usual space devoted to abuse possible.
A Yale professor says that the late
of the Journal, which makes the matter all right. We would not he so particMonroe, originator of the Monular about this thing but for the fact that a good many of our readers are James
roe Doc trine, was a hog. Considerate
In the territory, who are familiar with the unique record of to withhold that comment until James
our Santa Fe neighbor, and it would cause us much chagrin to have them was good and dead.
think We had been guilty of saying or doing something which net the
In order to maintain naval supremacy Over America Great Britain has
approbation of th.it paper.

life-givi-

.

Housing the Homeless

.",
and the money changers that are a
detriment to the Duke City, and that
make for the territory at large a bad
II

ee
proposition made to the filíame committee of the
THE
relief fund by a realty company which owns a large tract of land to the
south Of Cuiden (late park then seems to be the first prac tical answer
thus far submitted to the question of how to house those made homeless
by the Are. This proposition has been fully described by the Call. It need
here only the brief statement that the corporation offers to furnish to the commtttce for Il.fiOB each. 3.000 substantial and attractive cottages, each on a
feet wide, each with three rooms ami hath, all
lot not less than twenty-fou- r
sewered and provided with electric light and water Connections, and all on
If the committee will SSaumt
graded, curbed and macadamized streets.
the outside work of attending to the streets, sewers, lights ami water, the
price Is to be tl.H41.T3 each. As for the refugee, the plan contemplates ,n
Initalment purchnse, whereby for $ 3 r, r a month he will In ten years bee cune
the owner In fee.
r
the tenant and debtor of the
This arrangement making the
finance committee on a plain business basis, seems to be sound In Its economical and wise In Its sociological aspects.. There Is no flavor of charity about
Heyond that, It
It and no room In It for the bugaboo of pauperization.
offer a secondarily a distinct advantage in that the monthly repayments to
the committee would leave In Its hands a large sum which might be applied
to still other forms of relief, San Francisco Call.

They are digging up the remains of
people from a hillside
near Rodman, N. Y. Science Is trembling on the verge of the discovery of
the origin of the Almanac.

a prehistoric

The police of Chicago are under orders to arrest anyone heard to say
"Cigar BpanlOll."
Travelers In gen-crare cautioned not to use these
weirds in the presence Of policemen.
who robbed a DenJames
ver Jewelry store, has announced his
Intention to retire and lead an honest
life.
Most any one could be hou .,t
for a while with f 2,000 to go em.

Between the proverbial advice to go
west young man, and Colonel Walter-son'exhortation to go soiilh and Tillman's advice to go somewhere else
the average American oulh is apt to
go straight up.
s

TWO HOSPITALS

home-buildi- ng

IN

1

.

home-seeke-

THE Han Francisco Call thinks there may be, nnd doubtless Is. Information of politic tl value in Mr. Hearst's statement respecting other places
than the presidency. "I do not say." he remark", "that I will not run for
any office, for I am willing to run, as I did lust fall, to break up a political
trust, a criminal combination, between both political parties, or to help
defeat those wretched little political sneaks that are lifted Into the open
Windows of public office by the corporations to pass out to them the people's
All this according to the New York view, means that Hearst
property."
Is not antagonizing Bryan because he does not want the Bryanltes to oppose
him for governor of New York. In politics the sophlstlcateel aspirant never
saya whs! he meant and dooa not often mean what he says.

thai recovered alter the treatment In
hospitals hail failed anil life was despaired of.
line Is John H. C,ynclaar, the well
know ii marchan) of Eureka, Cal, He
wan in tin' i.ane Hospital in san Francisco for three moulds. Whs so swollen with elreipsy he had to be tapped
ve ry ten days.
He was steadily .sinking when his family took him home
and put him on Fulton's Renal Com
pound leer Bright 'a Disease. The tappings ce.ise-c- l anil he began to mend,
and l now perfectly Well. Fverybenly
In Eureka knows of his miraculous escape.
Another case Is that Mr. T. J. Mul-loof '316 Bryant St., San Franclsc i.
A few months ago he was in the I'. S.
.Murine Hospital In that city and was
so low- with Mrlght's Disease that his
sister, Mis. French, was advised 'iv
the physician In charge that u fatal
end was Inevitable unci close at hand.
Hhe toeik him home and put him )n
the same treatment that saved (iys.
laar, Re recovered and live months
later returned to his employment
Write either of the above If you Ui)s- tlon this.
Ilrlghl's Disease and Diabetes are
curable in 87 tier cent of all cases hv
Full ill's Compounds, dend for literature. John J. Fulton Co.. 409 Wash
ington Street. Han Francisco.
J. H, P'RIelty Co., Agts., Alliliquer- 'iue.
When to suspect Mrlght's Dlscasi
weakness or loss of weight; puffy
dropsy; Kidney
hands or
trouble after the third montnt mine
may show sediment;
falling vision;
drowsiness; one or more of these.

sentences, siys the Washington Bta. Much Is
parked In little. Commerclsllsm has Its grip on the phrnsc- - makers. We nre
told that meat will be safe now all the way " from the pasture to the can"
or "from the hoof to the can." A comfortable assurance, put In either form.
Coffee Is recommended as coming straight "from the plnntatlnn lo the cup."
Shoes are advertised an "from the factory lo the foot." All doubt as to
trousers of a psrtlculsr brand ! removed by the assurance that no middle
man Interferes "between the loom and the leg." Beer Is guaranteed on thi
straight "from the grain to the growler." All of
Irore that the passsge
this mskts for both business and diversion, it catches the eye. and then
the purse. It Is difficult to resist dealers who tickle your fancy while appealing for trade.
the day of crlup

I

ALL the signs of the time seem lo Indicate trouble for Great Rrltnln
mi lug quite uneasy again, and It may
The "sick man" Is
down in FKM't
require a good large dose of the same old medicine to quiet him. But Dr.
Bull la familiar with the case.
I
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TIIW EXTERN KLECTRU AND
COXHTRI i lov CO,
OPPOSITE NEW ItlsroFITCE.
XD SEE I S IN OI R NEW
CALL
si VRLISIIMENT I'OH FANS. FIX-T- l
RES AND HI PPUEH.
I

FI OWER8,
FlORlMX

REST.
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house North Fifth

St.,

mod-

LIFE WORTH

J. D. EMMONS.
ment
The
at

Blue
Front

Th'

service, courteous
dispensing

For

X5he

Store,

West

The Williams Drug eo

Six-roo- m

m

11

post-offic-

m

e,

Six-roo- m

m

W. P. METCALF

Six-roo- m

bar-sral-

n:
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Baldridge's is the Place

j
t

BUSINESS CHANCES.
ranches near the citv for sale
reasoname
prices,
at
Houses for Rent.
lire Insurance,
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, nnd
entire charge takcu of pronertr for
residents and
. H. DUNBAR & CO 1
Tomer Gobi xnni' mini Third Mtref,

Good
j

ts.

;

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

!

2

J. 6. BftLDRIDGE

t

When You Are

40R SOUTH

FIRST STREET,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Well
OF COURSE, YOU
DON'T THINK
MUCH ABOUT DRUGS,
BUT WHEN YOU
A.RE SICK YOU
WANT TO K.N'i iV
WHERE YOU CAN

OET WHAT vor
NEED AT ONCE.
WE ARE IN POSITION
TO SERVE You
ACCURATELY AND
PR( IMPTLY.

Li;

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Is a necessity ami the cost la small. We have them.

First National Bank

C VTAWB

CO. SOLE
MEYERS
W. SILVER AVENTE.

BLACKBERRY
VIROINTX
OLD
IMRI
ABSOLUTELY
BRANDY.
ERNEST MEYERS it CO.. I Hi W

SILVER AVENTE.

The Highland

Pharmacy
Building

Opp. Rarnntda New
Colorado Rhone, BlacU i'.O
East Railroad Avenue

To Contractors thos. f. keleher
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Ijap
Whips, Axle Oils, Etc.

HOUSE

BUILDERS,

ETC.

Having consolidated iLc Phoenix
PlalnltiK Mills, the
nmelilnery helm; of the lulest demakes, we nre presigns and
pared to do all kinds of MILL
WORK at n price never belore
nnd Superior
iM--

GOLD)

TO MAKE
LIVING,

EVERYTHING

FACT

- room

stcinplcd

zHyAVE.
u Need u
Now is the tin"' Haul
pair or lote atines for these imt

Sata, wr Mnrej the kind that
win make your life mi easy one
Tliry an- stylish. OOOt nnd well

s,

Paints, Oils and Ytrnishis
Palmetto Roof P&tat Lasts Fle Years
Leaks.

nnd

Caab Paid for Hides and Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

yinilMIWIWFKICMfliWl

PILLS.

U.m.ÚkMú

A

flaw, Oiaraii fitl.lir

tim riiltntitcw!

for Bi

known to fait,

rrn

MiMrraoaTton.

a'

" si?

nr Mnncer KcfUR.IM
Hrel
fe', II 00 per hoic. Will Mai tucno on IfUl, fl b.
w!
rfllcTM. Saetepn'i Vm. f jouf druggtil
th,,, ewetil ) .. orcl.rt to tL,
UNITTD MfDICAl CO. , 0 74
ftnleen

l.

NEW AND
HOUSE FURNISHERS.
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 114 W. GOLD AVE.
O. NIRISEN. MANAGER.

Dnet-cr-

in New Mexico.

We will be Riad lo rItc estimates on nnythlne from the mill
work of n home to making a
window screen and will guaran- satisfaction.

MEN'S OXFORDS

Planing Mill Go.

W00TT0N

& MYER

Sold

i

i'

pr.p.lit
P.I f ,
cert

lN

In Alhiiqueraiie

by

the J. H.

O'Rielly Coinpanv.

Auto. Phone 311

Colo. Phone Blk 33

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

-

L. B.

Putney

Satabltahal

123 South Third Street

187

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN
Unit tot

Mitchell

Wtps
M.

Iilne

I,

or Inn Romeo,

Miles

$l..--

light

l.r.

0,

$2.00

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
All kind ol mill work s
specialty. The right pluce
lor good work at low price

J.

Auto phone

LOVE, Prop.
43

u3 8.

Flrat St.

WE HAVE FOR SALE
few malí ranche, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots In the dlffereut additions to the city.
We hare several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

A

DoiiRnht Osforda, IIkIH
or heavy soles. . .$1.75, Mft

nine

i,

.

Blnek

A.

Dealers in Real Estate

wenrltiK.

F

DIÜUNU
THE FORENOON LIVEN TO LAD-I- I
s BENIHIN'L
TO LEARN TO
AT
BOWL.
THE M.IHQrEHOll
ALLEYS,
HOVILINO
h w. (.OLD
IVeE. CARL HOLM AN. MANAGER.

I

1,..

If

BRAI BEER.

HPECIAL

I

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

nOP

AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT ON VOI R WAV ROME AM
TRY
Ml NCHENER-HO-

DdUtll

'

- room

ern, $20.00.
house North Fifth st, $30.00.
bouse South Third st $20.00.
house Broadway, $8.00.
4 rooms furnished, $20.00.
houses, S. Broadway with
Two
bath, $20.00 each,
house. S. Arno, modern, $25,
Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Fhone 177.
Two tents. E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
West End of Viaduct
and Second Street
Avenue
Coal
Corner
$25.
modern,
house. S. Edith,
houses, Marquette ave.,
Two
$12.00 each.
brick house, N. Second street,
treatprompt
modern, $20.00.
brick house, N. Fourth street,
go to
modern, $20.00.
and careful
FOR SALE.
Busy Little Drug
Four houses on South Broadway,a
modern; will sell singly or all, at
117
Railroad Ave.
ha rgain.
Large and small ranches for sale near
In. Tract of land on the Mesa, cast
of the citv.
Some line lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
House and :: lots cur North Fourth St..
THE BLUK FRONT
14 rooms In a fine location.
117 West Rnilrond Avenue
Telephones.
Both
Dots and houses for sale in all parts jf
the city.
city limits,
Four acres of land In thestable,
fruit
with good house and
trees, etc.. In a fine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
FOR SALE
to date, jc.900.
Lot on West Ooid av.. near Sixth st.
four-rooframe, SB foot lot
Nice
Corner Iron av. and Edith st.,
sh;ele and fruit trees, only
house: modern: lot 75x142 feet; fine
cement sldeThlks; good stable. This
$1. 250.00
property will be sold cheap If taken
bargain,
better see about it it
Its
at once.
once.
House and lot on South Second St., between Lead and Coal avenues, at a
bargain.
FOR RENT
heuse, two blocks from
close In. plenty of
frame,
well
two
lots.
House
with
$20 per month,
location;
nice
shade,
one
Is
property
In
furnished. This
including wai.or.
of tha best locations In this city,
Five-roodwelling, modern, cIo3d In,
and Is for sale at $5,500.
nice location.
Brick house and lot on Wert Coal
$2,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Money to loan In sums to suit at 8 per
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lota, on
cent on approved security.
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $1,150, on
North 4th street.
house, furnlshei, geod locaS21 Gold Avenue
tion, $1150.00.
Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.
frame In one ef the best
locations on Broadway at a
modern
house, North Fourth street,
with 3 lots 75 142 feet, near In.
PHce, 13,600.
6-

till

-
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Two more cases of itright'H Disease

eye-lid-

:X)F- -

5-

reputation and bring about injury anu
damage. This la the story and 'as a
short horse is soon curried It Is told
In small space but It is a fact word
for word and one that annot he sue-- i
cessfully disproven or controverted.
Right here It is well to remark that
Delegate W. H, Andrews, during tha
past twenty months h is often had
cause for criminal and civil proceedings against the Journal for libelous
articles concerning him published in
the columns of the Fakir sheet. The
delegate has refrained from taking action, bul may do so before the statute
Delegate Anof limitation expires.
drews in this respect has his own polassaulted
unjustly
icy. He has been
by many newspapers, especially by the
gang In Pennsylvania opposed to him
and his friends for many years, hut,
nevertheless has kept his head above
the malicious crowd that assailed him.
He is eloing the same thing In New
Mexico and lias returned good for evil
as is shown in his treatment of matters of grave and great Interest to the
He knows that the sun
Duke City.
shines on the unjust, on the wicked.
on the dishonest, on the immoral and
on the envious In Albuquerque as ir
does upon the good people of the Duke
City, lie does not mix the latter with
the former ami hence has e done alt
who
he can for those In Albuque-onare deserving. His policy has been
very public spirited, open ami above
board for the good of the greatest
number. II Is Iherefore, no wonder
that the Albuquerque Fakir Journal
now squirms and writhes like a centipede that is being held uniler a'heavy
and merc iless weight.

barred American "tinned
soldiers"
from the navy. Peace hath her fatalities HO less than war.

be

a

".Mis:-Nancy- "

S.---

"INDESCRIBABLY DIRTT," Mil tht New York Herald, quoting the
words of a contributor, "Is the water that our correspondent draws dally for
bis bath, and many thousand of cttUMHtl have the same experience. Coleridge, admitting that the River Rhine "wished" the city of Cologne, roulil
not resist asking what power could wash the river. New Yorkers want their
morning bath, but don't know where they are to wash after it." The foregoing words of the Herald, and similar plaints which are heard almos',
every day, from nearly every part of the country, serve to bring forcibly tO
the minds of Albuquerque people one of the priceless blessings whh h we
enjoy, but which, by reason of having It all the llrne. we have come lo
regard SS a matter of course, like our bracing atmosphere and our
unhine. We refer to our absolutely pure water, of which the peopie
of Albuquerque hive always an abundance, to use and to waste, while
thousands of other towns and Cities are frequently obliged to use for drlnkiiqr,
a well SS bathing, filthy stuff which Albuquerque pevplc Would hardly regard
aa fit to use fur Irrigating their lawns.
e
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very passionate poisonous and
fiery editorial recently, the Albuquerque Fakir Journal mal.es a denial of
the fact that the p ipe for the past
eighteen month i or over has systematically, delibeiately and with malice
aforethought libeled Delegate W. H.
Andrews many times, lias publlsheu
falte, cooked-u- p
and untrue accusations of alleged evil doings and personal and official corruption against
him. The denial U even a greater lie
than any of those that the yellow dog
sheet has heretofore published about
the delegate as Its tiles and columns
abundantly prove. The paper toos
special umbrage Ht an di torial which
recently appeared in the Las Vegas
Optic and in which It was conclusively proven that the Fak.r Journal has
been guilty and that 'iiiite often oi
I lie
worst offenses an dirty doings
known in journalism,
The Optic is
called by the Fakir Jen mal sheet a
"Miss Nancy."
The edi orlal alluded
to by the Fakir Joun
which Sppe a eel in the column-Nancy- " ot the "Miss
was evidently no uf the "Miss
Nancy" kind as it certainly stirred the
dirty, low and filthy minds and cowardly hearts of the men who own tha',
paper to the deepest depths, and made
hem shriek and howl, yelp and whine
like coyotes that had not tasted fooo.
nor water for several days,
Neither the Optic nor the New Mexican need care anything for the men
who
write the truck In the Fakn
They arc amply paid for
Journal.
what they are doing. They may like
the abominable work. There should
no! be muc h objection to this as u
lakes all kinds of people' to make a
world. New Mexico In the nature or
tilings must bear the brunt of such
acc ursed and venomous sheets as is
the Fakir Journal as other commonwealths In this country are compelí-c- i
to carry similar burdens.
There
must be evil even in journalism aa
there is more or less evil in all matter human. The Albuquerque Fakir
Journal and the men who control it
are cases in kind. Fortunately, the
dec ent and respectable
papers of the
territory
far outnumber the Fakir
Journal and its kind, and hence the
harm is not as great as it might otherwise be, as this paper and the Las
Vegas Optic nail the lies and falsehoods of the other class to the wal:
quite often and as the people therefore arc well Informed upon the situation and the character' of the Fakli
Journal and its kindred. If the conduct of the Optic in such matters can
justly be denominated of the
kind, the more of It the better
for the decent and patriotic citizens,
taxpayers, and property ow ners of the
territory, and the worse for the water
In
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HEED CHAIRS, ROCKERS AMI SETTEES.
( AM ASS CHAIRS ANI SETTEIN
CAMPING OUTFITS, BIiANKETS, COMFORTS
.0 COVERS. TEXTS, CAMP STORES
i
AND COOKING UTENSILS
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Summer Comforts
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Grover is well again and the ducks
are migrating.
slow now for a
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lllneli Vlcl Kid OxfoMa,
soles.

2.25,93.0(1,13.51)

pfttetll Ml Oxfords, extension
.1.00. 3.50. 1.00
soles

Colo. Phono. Black 144

SANITARY

HOARDING

HT ARLES

F. T. Schmidt. Prop.

424 N. Second Ut

Gro88,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides Jb

Peltt

a Specialty
LAS VEO
ALRUQUERQUV

A

B. RÜPPE

The Si. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms

THE
PRESCRIPTION

Choice Liquors Served. A Good Placa
to while away the weary hoars.
All the Popular Games.
Keno erery
Monday, Thuraday and Saturday
Nirhts.
JOSEPH DARNEfTT,
130 W Railroad Ara.
Proortetos

DRUGGIST

20 West Railroad Ave.

.hureday. July 1J. 1M1

DROUTH

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

IS BROKEN

New HidlT

Ayer' Hair Vigor makes the hair grow
because it i a
Feedihehair- buIbs ,ní ,iie f,lir povt. That's
Lair-ioo-

it. Strong and healthy hair stays in, keeps soft and smooth, and grows thick
and heavy. Then aid nature With Ayer's Hair Vigor. A little of it often does
great things. There's genuine comfort in a handsome head of hair! f o.Armca..

III ALL PARTS OF
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RAINS

BRING
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FROM

INTENSE

HEAT

Weekly Weather Bulletin Gives In

teresting
Conditions

Synopsis
in

of

New

Climatic
Mexico.

For the week ending July 9. 190C.
Partly to cloudy weather has pre
vailed throughout the week, witn
frequeM showers and thunder storms.
Prom the late afternoon of the 2a
when general and heavy showers oc
curred, almost dally rains have continued, effectually relieving the dry
ness in practically all parts of the territory. The lower Kio Grande valley, north uf El Paso, the lower
southwest region, the middle Sacra
mento valley and the middle and northern portion of Union county seem
to have been poorly favored, otherwise good rains have occurred.
In
most parta these amounted to about
an inch, but in the higher northern
districts they ranged from two to
more than three inches.
Along with the cloudiness and
showers came a wonderful release
from the heat of the last half of June,
the deficiency amounting
to
more
than It) degrees a day.
Maximum
temperatures have fallen below 'JO degrees even In the extreme southern
uotintlea since the 2d. The coolness,
however, was not sufficient to cause
forst, not Vven snow, except on some
of the higher peaks along the Colorado border.
The following notes are taken from
the reports of correspondents:
Agricultural College A. & M.
cloudiness occurred during the week and the tempera
ture was low. averaging 72 degrees.
The highest was 103 degrees and the
lowest 58 degrees.
Albuquerque University of New
Mexico Partly cloudy to cloudy days
prevailed with showers, amounting to
0.72 Inch.
The highest temperature
was 97 degrees and the lowest was 59
degrees.
Aragón John R, Milligan It was
cloudy during the last three days or
the week. Some rain occurred eist
of here on the 2d, and a fair rain
here on the 3d. Conditions are favorable for more rain. The wenther
Unas been cool. The highest temnera- ture was 84 degrees and the lowest
was 50 degrees.
Artesla Will
Benson We
had
cloudy weather most of the week with
showers amounting
to 0.37
inch.
Heavy showers are reported In the vicinity.
The highest temperature wis
99 degrees and the lowest was 52 degrees, the latter part of the week
g
especially (
and pleasant.
Aurora J. C. Lucero The drouth
here was broken on the 2d and sine,
then It has rained every day. Conditions seem favorable for a 'continuatonsiderable

age. The total precipitation was 2.45
inch. The highest temperature
was
98 degrees and the lowest was 48d e
grees. while sunshine averaged about
40 per cent.
Iake Valley William P. Kell The
week opened with hot dry weather
but on the 2d the wind changed to
easterly and we had precipitation
amounting to 0.15 Inch. The remainder of the week was partly cloudy
with cool northeast winds and showers
occasionally. The total precipitation
for the week was 0.53 Inch.
Nights
have been very cool.
Las Vegas William Curtis Bailey
Bain occurred each day from the 2d
until the 6th. amounting to 2.44 Inch.
Cloudiness was general, the sunshine
only averaging 26 per cent. The mean
temperature of ihe week was only 58
degrees. The highest was 93 degrees
and the lowest was 4 2 degrees.
Los Alamos W. N. Frank, Jr. I
has been cloudy all week and some
light rain every dny. amounting to
1.51 inch.
The nights continue very
cool.

Nara Visa Wlllard Belknap On
the night of the first of July we had
one of the hardest rains ever knowt.
In this section. More than half of the
precipitation fell as hail, choking the
gauge and doing considerable damage.
I estimate
the precipitation at ahout
4.50 inchh. Later showers amounted
to 0.36 inch, fully relieving the dryness.
The highest temperature was
95 degrees and the lowest was 45 degrees.
Ojo Callente A. Joseph The Ions
continued drouth has been broken
rains which began last Monday and hnvc continued the entiro
week.
The amount of precipitation
will exceed two Inches.
The highest
temperature was 87 degrees and the
lowest was 52 decrees.
Pueblo. Col. United States Weather
Bureau It was cool throughout
the
week with cloudy weather generally.
Three thunderstorms occurred on the
8th, the precipitation amounting to
0.11 Inch.
The highest temperature
80 degrees nnd the lowest was
wsa
SO degrees and the lowest was 47 degrees.
Hincón
W. A. Foote Traces of
rain occurred on the 2d. 5th and
6th, and the week wis partly cloudy
with much cool weather. The highest temperature was 101 degrees ami
the lowest was 54 degrees.
Bosedale W. II.
Martin Light
showers occurred from the 2d to the
5th, amounting to 6.04 inch. Very
little sunshine prevailed and temperatures were correspondingly low. The
highest was 91 degrees and the low

Brunswick-Balke-Collcnd-

""1

-

est was 46 degrees, while the average
for the week was only 62 degrees.
'ejthe-BureaSanta Fe United Slates
BeKlnning
with the very
heavy thunder storm of the 2d.
amounting :o 2.02 inches, shower
shavers have continued daily throughout the week, amounting to 3.09
Inches. This gives a total since March
1st of 7.33 Inches, more than twice
the normal fall. The temperature averaged 57 degrees, or 12 degrees a
day below the normal. The highest
was 72 degrees and the lowest was 44
degrees. Very little sunshine occurred.
White Oaks B. H. Taylor Some
little precipitation occurred during the
week but not enough to do much
good. It has been cloudy for four
days with light sprinkles each day.
CHARLES F. LIN'N'KY.
Section Director.
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Summer Baa gadns
I N

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES
The Ladies of Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

...THE GLOBE STORE...
is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and
silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

20 PER CENT
from the regular retail prices.
The underwear comes in union and
e
suits, and prices
range from 10 cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging trom 15 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked price, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.
two-piec-

Kll. PP.

Autematlc Phone 451
I1UILBÍNG

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks the en-

The very best or nansas t il y beef
anil mutton at I anil Kleiuuorl's.
112
North Tliinl street.

trance to the store of reliability and

THE GLOBE STORE

Minute

all It rnsls you to stud In an order for a : As RANOK,
Having scni it, we'll do il irt. Upon receipt of you
your order our whole (aq range ronce la put to work to
do jour bidding, mi cycrj nerve t rained to put you i
the hih road to
cookery and munnter
kltclten comfort.
s" many of your nelghbora are enjoying the pleasure
of Twentieth Centary cooking; keening their homes
COO ; ' Mavljlg money.
V
tghl as uell he in poflMWlon of these aihanl- aged as they,
We're waiting yoor orders, send a postal, or phone.
"' representative ami he will eall and explain
everything fully.
is

U

ADAMS & DILGARD

FUNERAL

1

Í

treatment

Just a Cent and a

ion.

i
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lieenlinm Prank
Miera Dryness
continues here, although we have had
considerable cloudiness and some rain
on the 2d. but not enough to do
much good.
Carlsbad Raymond Depue
July
rains are here and to the end of Hie
week nearly three Inches had fallen.
The temperature of the week averaged 74 degrees, the hlchesi wnj mi
degrees and the lowest 57 degrees
,.
P
éi
Iai
i ne
j.I w
ndi.iíiu
Muni
rirst
two days of the week were dry but
since It has been wet weather finí
ery cool. The highest temperatur.
was 80 degrees.
Chama Oeorge Huth On
July
4th and 5th the mountains ten miles
to the north of the station were covered with snow. II snowed up there all
night. At the station we have beer,
having cloudy, rainy weather, amount-In- g
to 1.56 Inches.
The hlghesl temperature of the week was 84 degrees
and the lowest was 34 degrees.
Cloudcroft
Jack Hollister The
weather has been cloudv since the
1st. on the night of the 4th a drizzling misty rain set in and has continued with slight interruption until
today (the 7th). when it Is raining
somewhat harder. The precipitation
thus far amounts to 0.62 Inch.
The
highest temperature was 56 degrees
and thme lowest 38 degrees.
Demklng C. B. Boaworth Considerable cloudiness occurred during the
week, and two good showers, amounting to 0.59 Inch. The highest temperature was 101 degrees and the lowest
Was 4 4 degrees.
Durango,
Col.
United
states
Weather Iliireau A good shower oe.
curred on the 3d and again on the 6th
and 7th. amounting to 1.44 Inches.
The week was cool, the temperature
averaging 60 degrees, or 6 degrees a
day below the normal. The highest
temperature was 88 degrees and the
lowest was 44 degrees,
P.I
Paso United States Weather
Bureau The mean temperature
of
the week, which was mostly cloudy
and showery, nmounteil to 73 degrees,
or 11 degrees a day below the normal.
The highest was 100 degrees and the
lowest was 57 degrees. The precipitation amounted to 0.55 Inch.
Coot,
cloudy Weather prevailed on the 4th.
6th ami 6th with drilling rain.
Bspannla Prank D. McBrlde Numerous showers have occurred and
yet no very heavy rains, and no wind
since last Monday
forenoon.
The
precipitation for the week amounted
to 1.51 Inches. The highest temperature was 91 degrees and the lowest 50
Very little sunshine ocdegrees.
curred.
polsom Jack Tabor The
ween
Whs been
cool and cloudy, with but
one clear day. The highest temperature was 87 degrees and the lowest
was 45 degrees. On the 2d we had n
ehowcr amounting to 0.26 Inch, but
ftinre rain is badly needed.
Fort Bayard Major O, II. Bushnel;
The sunshine of the week averaged
about 58 per cent. Two fair showers
occurred amounting to 0.58 Inch. Cooi
weather prevailed, the temperature
averaging 70 degrees.
The highest
was 100 degrees and the lowest was
60 degrees.
Olen Mrs, Walter Wright A trac
of hall occurred with a shower on the
28th of June, nlong with high wind.
High wind also accompanied the rain
uf the 2d. The precipitation of the
The
week amounted to 0.99 Inch.
highest temperature was 104 degrees
and the lowest was SB degrees. Considerable cloudiness occurred.
Hope
N. L. Johnson During the
Inst week we hove had cooler days and
the Bth and 6th were rainy, amounting to 2.f7 Inches. The rain was
much needed,
Laguna Ous Weljs There have
been four days with good rain this
While
week, beginning on the Id.
no hall occurred here, a few miles out
rom Mguno six Inches of hall fell
and some of the stones were ns large
hen's eggs, doing considerable dam.

of Petiability

Attv. for Mortgagee,

LOANS
ROOM 10. N. T. AKMI.IO

The Store

er

Brunswlck-Balke-Collend-

OLD VIRGINIA
BLACKBERRY
BRANDY,
ABSOLUTELY
IMUU.
ERNEST MEYEHS & CO.. lili W.
SILVER AVENUE.

&ETTE.V.

i

Brunswlck-Ballte-Collcnd-

QIIAPR WICK.
ERNEST MEYERS V CO. SOl.F.
AGENTS, ill! W. SILVER AVENUE.
Mexican Smuggler Captured,
Customs officials near Tombstone
have received word of the capture of
a desperate band
enof Mexicans
gaged in smuggling opium across the
Mexican border for use by the Chinamen of Texas. New Mexico and Arizona. A valuable lot of opium was captured with Ihe smugglers, and it will
he brought to Tombstone for confiscation and sale. It is believed that this
capture will break up a gang that has
been operating for several years past,
giving the customs
officers much
trouble during that time.

Representing Mauger

Notice of Sab uf lint - Under
Chattel Mortgage
Whereas. Waiter H. Weal, on the 11th
day of May. 1906. by his certain chattel mortgage of that 4a touveyed t
comThe
pany.
regulation
Three No. 1
bowling alleys, complete. Including
bowling bed, foundation gutters, pit
and approach: also division.?, two return chutes, three leather cushions,
three pit mats, three Improved score
registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
bowling balls, one set (8) Perfection
reflectors, one alloy brush, one gutter brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
with cushion for same
which said
property is now located In the storeroom al No. 118 Weat Gold avenue, in
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and which said mortgage was filed foi
record on the 12th day of May, 1906.
and recorded in Book "F" of Chattel
Mortgages, page 330. In the office or
the probate clerk and
recorder of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, to secure the payment to the said
The
company of the sum of $lr"2. togethei
with Interest thereon at eight per cent
per annum, evidenced by sixteen
promissory notes of said date, three
for $100, each payable July 1st. August 1st nnd September 1st, 1906,
twelve notes for $75 each,
payable the first day of each following
consecutive month thereafter and one
note for $52. payable October 1. 19m;
And whereas, by said chattel mori-gag- e
it was provided that in ease default should be made In the payment
of any or either of snld notes or ot any
part thereof, or the interest thereof,
on the day or days on which the same
should become due and payable, then
all of the said notes, both principal
and interest, should at once become
due and payable.
And whereas said Walter II. West
has failed to pay tho said promlssorj
note of $100. payable July 1. 1906, and
said mortgagee,
The
company, has elected
to declare all of said notes as clue and
payable under the terms of said mortgage, and the same are now in default
for
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned. The
company, as mortgagee of said
above described property, has taken
possession of the same under said
mortgage, and will on Friday, the
10th day of August, 1901',. at the hour
of 10 o'clock a. m, of said day, at the
store-roonumbered 118 West Cold
avenue in the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, offer for sale and sell to
the highest bidder for cash the above
described property for the purpose ot
paving oft and satisfying the noles
and Indebtednesa secured to be paid
bv Mid hattel mortgage.
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The new City of Bekn
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.

BEACH. CALIFORNIA

A delightful place to spend your summer vacation.
Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own Cooking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages) railroad fare.-,- , etc..

ASK

a

Specialty

of The Alchison-TopeK- a

of

S3L

JVetv Mejeico

Santa

Fe 'Railtouay

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen (oobun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

ARB THE OWNEW8 OF THE BELEN TOWNSITB. Conalatlng ot ONE TriOUSND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE .OTS, (alie S6H4I feat) fronting upon 80
and
atresia and avenuea RIGHT In the buiineaa
canter of the NEW CITT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Qrounda. The Atrhlron. Topeka and Bar.ta Fe Railway company ! now grading tm
extenalve depot ground, and yard' limita tOO feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of aeventy mltea ot aide track) to accomodate Ita NEW PASSENGER and FREIOHT depota, HARVET BATING HOUSE, Raund Hauae, Coal Chutee,
Water Tanka, Machina Shopa, Etc.
70-fo- at

aa

.THE CITY OF

afa

Haa a populatlan af 1801, and aeveral large Mercantile Housea, The Helen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 160 bárrela dally: winery, ate It la the largeat ahlpplng point
for riour, wool, wheat, wine beana hay and fruit
In New Meslco. From Ita location upon the Oreat Trunk Una, leading North. South, Enet and Went, to all polnta In the United Statea and Old Mexico Ita
future growth aa a' Commercial point cannot ba aattmated.
All faat limited, mall, expreaa and freight traína will paaa through Belen to Chicago. Kanaa City. Galveaton and the Pacific Coaat, The water la good and
climate uneurpaaaed. Belen haa a fit 000 public achool hnuae,
two churchea. a commercial club, three hotela. reetauranta, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring eatabllahment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atore,
harneas shop, etc, THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchase money caah;
may remain on note and mortgage for ana year with Intereat at alght par cant per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given. COMB BARLT IF TOU WISH TO SECURE TnB CHOICE LOTS. For further particular and prices ot lota call la person ar write to
twa-thlr-

da

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJ "BECKEH. President

WM. M.

BC, Secretary

(

I
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T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hlckos

MORNING rjOURNHE.

EXTRA SPECIAL

I

Hickox May nard Company

An Ezcluaiva Repreeer.tatlves i
The Oorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Lfbbar CO.,
China
Artlatlo Cut Ulisa, and The W. A. Plckard Hand-painte- d
Each In Ita class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts Our atock of
Dlamonda "never before so complete." "Tla a good tima for Investment, aa Diamond! are rapidly advancing in value.

We htxve cm

seJe a large

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

lot)

CO.
bel

PLUMBERS

CARPET REMNANTS

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

TINNERS

AVENUE

New Mexico's Lea ding Jewelers

The A.rch Front
LOCH ITEMS IF

South Second Street
of Mrs Geo. F. Albright.
Voorhees and husband formerly

the guests

INTEREST

Mrs.

of them just large enough to cover a
bed room or sitting room. Ingrain,

than actual
and Axministers, at
and bring
with a
furnish

less
Brussels,
Albuquerque.
Little of the State Life Inmeasurments of your
cost. Come in
surance company left last night on the
limited for the home offices of the
you
room. We will be able to
company In Indianapolis, Indiana. Chicago and other eastern points, to b
absent for thirty days
nice carpet for very little money.
W. H Sawyer, of Hillsdale, Mich
director In the American Lumber company, left yesterday morning for his
home after spending a week here
the company's mills.
M. L. Louis of New York, representing a clothing house which supplies
308-31- 0
Avenue
the employes of the Harvey system,
arrived at the Alvarad.. !asi night.
Traveling
Auditor
Territorial
Charles V. Safford arrived at the Stur-ge- s
last night and Is In the city today.
V. H Hahn, the well known coal DR. B.
DENTIST
dealer, returned yast night from a trip
to Santa Fe.
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned lut
night from Santa Fe.
John Qroen wald of Socorro arrived Office on Railroad avenue, over sts. POOL
AND BILLIARD
between First and Second
in the city last night.
Col. W. H. Merger returned to Rolen Hours: 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30 to 6 p.m
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
Inst night.
Albeit Faher has left for New York for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
PARLORS
Automatic Phone 203
on a purchasing trip.
lived
A.

FORECAST.

WKATHF.R

SOME

Washington, July U. New Mexlci:
in Houth. showers In the north
portion Thursday and possibly Friday.
Arli'ina Fair Thursday and Friday.

Fair

In

J

e

FABER
ALBERT
Railroad

F. Ft. Frost In here from Topeka.
Charle F. Noble and wife arrived
In the rity from Fl Paso yesterday.
William F. (lordon Is In the city
from Jo:lln, Mo.
Mrs. Clark M. Carr and children
have gone to Qaleabttrgi
and
H. M. DouKherty
family were in the City from Socorro
yesterday.
Captain I. N. Horner, who recently
suffered a stroke of paralysis, is Improving i. ii. idly.
John M. Moore, of the Moore Realty company. ha returned from a trip
to Bait Lake City.
Attorney Charles A. BptSSS, of Lai
iK.ts. wat here yesterday nn his way
home from Silver City.
lira. William Kleke and children
left last nKht for a six weeks visit
with friends In Tombstone. Ariz.
Attorney Nelll K. Field returned
last night from it trip to Santa Fe
and Lis Vegas on legal business.
John Uecker. of Helen, who conducts tlie big Becker stores at that
ila e. was in Albuquerque on business
yesterday.
Arthur Kverltt, the jeweler, return- id last night from in extended trip to
various territorial Masonic lodges In
kill capacity of grand high priest,
ti. J. Salle, manager of the Crescent
Lumber company, of Bllvei City, ar
rived from the south yesterday morning and left lust night for a trip lo

M. WILLIAMS
Man-dell'-

TA;;.ltT

REFUSES

to

Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the crosa
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People nrho
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for Quick-MeSteel Range &
Gasoline Stoves.

().

BRVNSWICK

s,

ANSWER

al

QUESTIONS OF STATE OFFICERS
Flench Lick Springs, July 11.
Thomas Taggart president of the
FIRE INSURANCE
French Lick Springs Hotel company,
Secretary
Mutual Building Association
acting on advice of attorneys refused
to be examined under oath by the auditor of the state and the attorney gen117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
eral. He took the position that while
Automatic Phone 721.
the law permitted state officers to ex
amine the books of companies. It did
not authorize the examination of the
officer! of the corporation under oath.
The slate officers, today began the examination of the books of the French
Liok Sprlnga and the West Baden Ho-- !
Dealera In
Los Angeles.
tel companies In an ellort to make
PROVISIONS. HAY.
v. w. Hutton, chairman
"f the clear the exact relations of the hotel GROCERIES.
GRAIN AND FUEL.
grievance committee of the order of companies to the casinos raided last Fine Line of Imported Wines, Manors
Hallway Conductors, left
yester.ltv week to stop gambling.
and Clean. Place Your Orders
morning for Topeka after a visit io
For 'litis Lino With I s.
the br inches of he order on the
LINCOLN
ABRAHAM
South end.
NORTH THIRD STREET
was a man who, against all odds,
C. T. Brown, the well known
a man
the blg'iest honor
attained
milling operator, was at the
's
could get In the Cnited States.
yesterday. He left last night
TICKETS BOUGHT,
lloiehound Syrup has attainfor his home ami will shortly return ed a place never equaled by any
SOLD AND
to the interior of Cluliu.ihau on min- other like remedy. It Is a sure cure
ing business.
Coughs,
for
colds, Bronchitis, InfluEXCHANGED
A woman giving her name as Mrs. enza and
all Pulmonary diseases.
Swllt and who says she came hete Kvery mother should keeji supplied
IlIlRlicst Prices Paid
from Willi inn. was arrested last niglM with this wonderful cough medicine.
for Tickets.
for soliciting on the street, in com- BOM by J. H. O HIelly Co.
Allocution OBce. Tiuitctlom Ouiruteei,
pany with a man who said he ulso
l airofrom Williams.
ROSENFIELD'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
Justice of the peace Crawford yesterday awarded the Imperial Laundry
NATH NAL LEAGUE.
$14. &U damages against M. B. Dillon
At
At Cincinnati
H. H. B,
and son uf 11JU South William street,
g
Attorney
Cincinnati
work
done.
laundry
3
3
for
j 6 : Home-mad- e
Harry tiwen gave notice of an appeal. New fort
-,
lea
s.
Hatter
daugh-taraFraser
nod
niei,
WHtas
Mrs. U A. Grant and two
ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
Misses Anna and Gertrude Grant. and Marshall.
At Chicago
H. B
of l.os Angeles, were the guests of
DRINKS
SOFT
OF
2
2
Mr. and Mis. D. A. Mat phersun yes- - Chicago
n
terday on their way to Canada, where Boaton
Taylor
Batteries
and Moran, Horthey will spend the remainder of the J ner
and Brown,
The Coolest Place In Hie City
'lummer.
St.
It. H. K.
attorneys for St. AtLouis Louis
Hickey and Moore,
0
11
plaintiffs, tile I the following suits on Philadelphia

A. E. WALKER

The Only First

Class Billiard

PARLORS

in the City.? ? ?

Toti & Gradi

Cheap Tables

N

or

ALBUQUERQUE
plumbers

.1c

R.R

M. GUSSAROFF.
BARNETT, BLDG.

107 S. 2nd. St.

Alaska Refrigerators

Address: General Delivery
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

White Mountain Freezers

&

1

notes

in

the district court yeaterdo)

Batteries

Druhot

8

0

Murray.

and
JOaeph Baer vs. W. S. Fields. Joseph Itii hie and Iiooln.
Bu r and Will Menta vs. Pedro
At Pittsburg-H. H.
First gameand Mary Laaaalgne cardinal,! Pittsburg
1
8
DuliiH Scruggs and Joseph Baer vs. j Brooklyn
3
;
Blus Montoya Iand Mrs. J. k. AntonBatterlei
Lelfleld and Phelps,
Merit' an Baor vs. Jose
and Bergen.
io Garcia, and Menu and Baor vs.
Second game;

C. P.

Watermelons!

Schutt, S. Second

COAL
1

Gasoline Stoves

Ice Gold!

itest American Block, per

ton... gs.su

ulano Garcia.
Pittsburg
I in
We have just Installed our third
Justice of tin- Peter George It.' Brooklyn
3
of
In
favor
H it'ci les
Craig yesterday decided
Willi- - and Otbaon, Eason
refrigerator of large capacity, and
plaintiff
Harry
It.
of
case
In
the
the
and Bergen.
win deliver cold melons, guaranMtcnner, agent of a gasoline lighting
teed ripe, at the same price you
system, against Max Gussaroff. pro- - ,
N LEAGUE.
AMERICA
arletOT of a pool room, for t::, pay- would have to pay for those not ice
At New Yoik
First game: It II
.7& ton
men I on a note given by Gussaroff In St. 1. 1. in- a
2
cold.
part payment for the lights. Gussaroff New York
4
7
claims the lights Were not ai repreBatteries
Howell
and Itlckey,
sented and alleges that he had sus- f'hesebro ami Thomas.
tained a loss of $llu in business be
Second frame:
R. H. R.
cause the lilthts drew bugs, were hot St. Lou4i
t;
li i
11away
by
Ind New York
o
hil l drove iuloinil
2
gi.as and g.76
smell.
Halierles
Clade and O'Connor; Mill Big Load
Attorney W. B. Childers returned Charkaon and McGulre.
At Philadelphia
yesterd iy morning from Silver City,
r.
h. K
1
f,
2
where h'- appeared before Judge F. Cleveland
;
Philadelphia
f,
3
W. Parker, representing the Fanners'
- Townaeng
Salterie
New
company,
of
Loan and Trust
and Bemla
HOMER II. WARD, Mgr.
Jersey, in its suit against tin' Lyons Waddell ami Schre. k.
SIS W. Marble Ave.
Boston
At
game:
com-B,
11.
First
R.
I
Cuttle
and
Campbell
Ranch
and
1
2 8
puny for the foreclosure of mortgages Chicago
Phones: Colo. Blk 270. Auto. 23
Phones: 4lg Black 280
1
7
aggregating almost a million dollars. Boston
Halterios
Altrock and Sullivan,
Challe A. Spies, of l.as Vegas, and
Percy Wilson appeared for the da YouiiK and Armbruster.
Second game:
fendants. VP tor Culberson, the we'l
8 11
'hlcafto '
t
known cattle man, was appointed re0 8 in
ceiver if the property, which Includes Boston
Halterles
Patterson
Harand
Hart;
about l.'i.OCIK cattle.
ris, filase and Carrlngton and ArmAt tile Adventlst tent on the Corn-- r bruster.
of Kdith and Coal Interesting eerv-- 1
Ices ur held each evening, Iiniiiiillin
a M I rt if a N a ss KSATtO M,
The man behind the dollar Is the man
promptly at 7.46. Tuesday night the!
At Minneapolis-- who ought to know something about
subject "Peace and Sifety vs. Alarm Miniie,iiolls
f,
e
of War" was presented by Killer War-i- t. Louisville
the prices we charge for
The great preparations for arai
plumhlng work. It costs you nothing
A i st. Paul
were shown to be signs of the "Sec Rt, Paul
to let uh figure on any Job you may
ond coming of our Savior." Last nigh! Toledo
have, large or small.
Klder Huuver declared that we ,ue
At Kansas City
living in the )at dayi because signs Kansas
City
,
In the sun. moon and atari so
Columbus
In fulfillment uf Chrtat'i proAt Indiana polla
phetic utterances. Tonight the sub- Indianapolis
S
ject of the "Signs of the Times" will Milwaukee
4
n discourse
on
Oe concluded with
All Interest ad
Higns in the Karth."
122 W.
The Vromot Vlumberj
WBHTERN LKAfll'K
in these subjects should be present.
Hloux City
At
K.
R.
H.
a
sermon
synopsis
close
of
the
AI the
tOttg City
1
7
3
Vtudles will be given.
.f
r,
re
Moines
in
tirorge I. I'uil' fon, who since lust
MulHntterle
Freeze;
and
sept, mu-has held the position of tar and DogtOr
special officer for the Santa Fc here,
TIIK WORLD IK KI LL OF ODD
has handed In his resignation, the
FUNERAL
same to take effect at once, or as Boon AM 4THIOI H PEOPLE SO THERE
MAV
HTILL
RE
THOHE
Mr.
WHO
Patterson
HAVE
be
relieved.
can
gs he
NOT IWED MOHMNU .lOl'RNAL
MONUMENTS
C arranging ui,n Prof. Krebs to take CLASSH
IKR ADn.
201 211 North Second Street
White and Black Hoars
Ohaigi' of HI music pupils here. Th
former's many (rienda ID Albuquerque,
Mornliur Journal Want Ada
will regret to see him Irave ihs pltv,
Bring HchuHh.
Mrs. F. W. Vuurhete and daughter.
a
Tex.,
fVAMTBD.
anj
t
Marie, from Dallas,
Mo.,
are
St
Louis,
2S
extra salespeople. Apply Mon
M
H Hende of
day. U. Ilfeld
Co.
Ult

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Ice Gold!

Laa-aign- e

Hon-toya-

j

ITnír

AVENUE

Whitney Company

Prop.

All Work Guaranteed

Candies

2

RAILROAD

3

RAFAEL GARCIA & TRU.IILLO
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

BASE BALL

j

321-32-

FIRST

Bo per cue
Straight Pool
per cue
1ft Rail Pool . .
00c per hour
Rilllarils

Hal-lard-

COMPANY

HARDWARE

Ralls.

Broken

RUT EVERYTHING
CLASS AND

2IS-215-2-

-

The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick

eeeee.eeoeeee

eeeeeeeeee.o

BJ

m.

-

1

Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE

1-

WOOD

1

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition,

Albuquerque Cash

Grocery Company

-

high-grad-

lud1-cate-

J. L. 'Belt Co.

Stiver Ave.

ts

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

11

i

DIRECTORS

It iv 0.

r

P. O.
Specialty OaUHpathf.
H. Conner, M.

I-

-

Heaaeklen.

Auto Phone ggg.

DIAMONDS
Oor prices are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Inreatmint
We Invite rou to call and examine the beautiful diamond gooda we are
offering.
Also Watches, Jewelry. 811 ver ware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

EVERITT,

LUMBER

tr roa need a carpenter telephone

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

Sash, Doors, Glaiss, Cement
4MD REX FUltTKOTII ROOFTMO.

ALBVQVERQVE LVMBERC0

t

sat

MtLfqurne Avenue,

.tetftsfts.ttff

--

a

Albuquerque, New Mexico
S4

isflaJBiKsB

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

BEA MONEY SAVER
And Then a

BANKRUPT SALE

Homeowner.

Provide for the Future.

BEGIN NOW!
OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS
We opened for Subscription July 1st,
a new series of monthly payment savings installment stock. .$1.00 per
month will carry a g'200.00 share.
Also a series of prepaid Investment
stork paying 6 per cent Interest on deposits of $100.00 and upwards
Liberal wlthdruwul privileges 011 all
stock.
We will loan you money to buy or
liulld you u bonae at once if you become a stockholder.
Th

Association,

205

Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

Building & Loin
of Albuquorquo

ROOM 19, GRANT HTjOCK
H. TIIjTON

ft

Secretary
Any Information desired

W. GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,

SPEELMAN

furnished.

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale

A

Board! ns Iloraea a Specialty.
Saddle Horses.
114 W. Sliver Avenue. Albnanersne.

Gold Orowns
16.00
Gold Fillings, upwards from . . . .$1.50
rainless Kxtractlon
50c
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

..STABLES..

FULL

SET

tflri

B. F.

!
First Street

South First Street

113-115-1-

W.H.HAHN&C0

OK

$8

&

ZEARING

TEETB POK

J. S
Arrollo Rslldlnc

COPP, D.

MELINUEAKiN
WHOLDBAUi

Liquor

41 Cigar

li j

Dealers

AisiiM Sea
iur
Yellowstone and O.
Room II. N. T.
F. C. Whlaklea.
Moet
THE WM. FAIR COMPANY
utandon White Seal oiuwn-DBcn- e.
St. Umla A. H. O. Hobeiulaa
tul Joa. ScbUU MUwankee Bottled
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Beers, and Omen and Blatrlbaters
of the Alvarado Club Whisker.
Andres Romero, Prop.
Fresh and Salt Niats
Writs for our Illustrated Catalana
and Dries Hat
&
SPECIALTY
BAÜBAGB A
Automatic Trliiilttips. Its.
Gold A venae, Albuquerque
Salesroonw. Ill loath first Street.
fOB CATTLE AND BOGS BIGGEST 111 WestGAME
IN SEASON.
sxacQDERocE . .
J MARKET PRICE PAID

Freth

VrVAlttarlvm

A

Salt Meats

in umoa

